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goat journal : : from the editor

KEEP ON GOATING!

A COUPLE OF MONTHS AGO, Goat Journal 
contributor Karen Kopf messaged me 
 with troubling news. One of our dedicated 

readers and fellow goat owners was braving toxic gas 
to rescue goats and other livestock from a volcano. 
Julie had formed a goat-owner’s group for educational 
and support purposes but now that group had 
banded together to rescue livestock. Now they’re 
working to care for human and animal evacuees. 
Living the “goat” life is a very real thing when 
you’re saving your caprines from active eruptions.

We’re in this for the long haul.
And that means illness and health, as well. Katie 

Estill, DVM joins Goat Journal as consultant and 
informs us about Q fever. I faced this with my very first 
dairy goat, a rescue whose previous owner had just 
passed away. A positive test result preceded a journey 
of research, retesting, speaking with veterinarians, 
and the ultimate decision: what now? A whole goat 
herd later, I’m educated about Q fever and more 
prepared in case I get another positive test result.

The “goat” life isn’t always about vets and 
volcanoes. For Lacey Hughett, it means raising 

her young son and her caprines together. She tells 
us about youth programs and different ways to 
help your kids learn and live with goats, even 
if you can’t keep them where you reside.

In this issue, Janet Garman tells us about shearing 
Pygora goats for fiber. Cheesemaking instructor 
Kate Johnson admits that, while selling your goat 
cheese may not be legal in your state, there are ways 
to do it in certain places. Patrice Lewis writes about 
therapy goats while Theresa Miller’s Secret Life of 
Goats column discusses goats used in youth rodeos. 
(Don’t worry. Strict rules protect the animals.) We 
have stories about feral goats, a breed profile of the 
Hawaiian Ibex, and a stunning art collection from 
reader Rachel Karneffel, who lives her “goat” life in 
the Colorado Rockies. Regular contributor Katherine 
Drovdahl answers your questions and asks us: “Is your 
milking technique hurting or helping your goat?”

Let us know how you live the “goat” life 
by writing us at goatjournal@gmail.com or 
sending pictures for our Fan Photos.

My daughter, Sahara, is quite popular  
when she carries treats.

Living the 
         Goat Life
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goat journal : : conversation

I just wanted to tell you how much I 
enjoy the new format of your magazine. 
I have subscribed to the old magazine 
for years but the new version is so much 
more informative and enjoyable. When I 
get a new copy, I can’t put it down until 
I read from cover to cover. Thank you.

Tanya Cable

Would like to see more beautiful dairy  
goats and less horns. Your magazine is  
improved, nice pics — but more beautiful  
dairy goats.

Ray & Dene E.

I’m sorry, but I subscribed to the DAIRY 
Goat Journal. I could tolerate an occasional 
Goat Yoga but not in every issue. Also 
the Facebook content would be more 
appropriate on Facebook for your Facebook 
fans. Goodbye until the dairy comes back.

Lamar

WE LOVE HEARING FROM YOU!

Send us your letters, whether positive,  
negative, or just to brag about your goats! 

Goat Journal
P.O. Box 566

Medford, WI 54451 

or email 
goatjournal@gmail.com

in response to 
POISONOUS 

PLANTS
In the  

March/april 2018  
issue:

Although I have always lived in the city, 
I found the article on Old Irish Goats very 
interesting and informative. I wish you much 
success in keeping their bloodline pure. I 
think preserving the heritage of all kinds so 
important because it keeps the history alive 
for so many topics. Keep up the good work!

Alice

in response to 
OLD IRISH GOATS
In the March/april 2018 issue:

I just finished reading an article that was written by Katherine  
Drovdahl … ”Poisonous Plants for Goats: Avoiding Dastardly  
Disasters” and want to say THANK YOU to her for publishing  
that article!  

We have two Nigerian Dwarf goats and have been steadily 
working on our property to remove the toxic plants that I am  
able to identify. I have read a lot of articles about toxic plants for  
goats and have seen the red maple (Acer rubrum) referenced  
as toxic, but I have not found anything that explained the actual  
effect the maple leaves have on the goats. Most spoke to the  
effects it had on horses.

We have lots and lots of red maples on our property, more than 
is feasible to remove completely, but we have removed them 
from the immediate goat pasture area and are slowly working on 
reducing their numbers surrounding the area. (Work in progress.)  

Hope
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Tucker is a 14-month-old Alpine who has been taken 

on about eight outings. He is sporting the Mark Warnke 

signature series training pack and is a total sweetheart.

Submitted by Josh Farmer

Ophelia, a 4-year-old LaMancha doe, during a maternity photo shoot. Dress made by owner Tessa Rotoli. Crown of Mule’s Ear wildflowers (and yes, she ate them when photos were done). Submitted by Tessa Rotoli

goat journal : : reader photos

Sparowhawk Farm San Clemente goat, Margarita, with her  
triplets in Maine.
Submitted by Kim Sparks

ways to share:

email photos in jpg format to  
goatjournal@gmail.com

message us on facebook:  
facebook.com/goatjournal

tag us on instagram or  
use #goatjournal:  
instagram.com/goatjournal 

mail your entry to: 
goat journal 
p.o. box 566 
medford, wi 54451
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Friendly goats oversee construction of the new Harper Anne Clinic.

I Am Zambia
Goat Journal editor Marissa 
Ames and her husband, Russell, 
are actively involved with the 
nonprofit, I Am Zambia, which 
empowers women and teaches 
children and teenage girls the 
skills needed to compete in 
the world. This past June and 
July, Russell traveled to Lusaka, 
Zambia and the surrounding 
countryside to help build a rural 
clinic and to study how Zambians 
farm. The Ames’ future goal is 
to start a teaching farm, which 
will educate young women from 
the Academy while providing 
safe food for students and staff.
Learn more at  
www.iamzambia.org
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Insta-famous goats Mac and Cheese 
find like-minded landscaping friends. 
Goats and tractors are trending!

Come join us on Facebook! We want 
to hear what you have to say.

Pam Grey 
Yep! Mine like the tractor a lot!

Nina Lorcini Hobby Farm NubianandZebu  
Glad I'm not the only one with goats 
that try to drive off with my lawnmow-
er or tractor.

Julie Kieke
The key for our 4-wheeler kept going 
missing. Little kids (goat kids), those 
stinkers, would pull it out! (It was on a 
key chain.) So after that, it was tied to 
the handle bar, lol.

Melissa McMichael
Has to work for its keep somehow …

Forest McMichael 
Goat tractors … they don't run like a  
Deere but will chew through anything.

JOIN THE 

Conversation!
facebook.com/goatjournal

goat journal : : social
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Goat Journal reaches transcontinental and across the 
ocean, to land in Lusaka, Zambia. The girls of the I 
Am Zambia Academy, ages 14-19, use the publication 

as part of their curriculum. Sibely and Hildah want to be 
farmers while Luyando and Miriam Luhanga hope to become 
journalists. Great job, girls! For more information, see www.
iamzambia.org or www.facebook.com/iamzambia   

goat journal : : reader spotlight

Miriam Luhanga, Miriam Situmbeko, Luyando Ndambo, Catherine Muhongo, 
Memory Daka, Elizabeth Miti, Sibely Phiri, and Hildah Mumba.

Teacher Fridah Olanya
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back from the vet : : featuring katie estill, dvm

MY GOATS CAN GIVE ME WHAT? 
Q Fever refers to the infection of people with 

the bacteria Coxiella burnetii. So how is it that 
people contract this infection? To understand 
that, one must understand Coxiella.

Coxiella burnetii is, as stated before, a bacteria. It has a 
worldwide distribution (aside from New Zealand) and 
is found in both wild and 
domesticated mammals, 
birds, and arthropods. It can 
be spread from animal to 
animal via ticks and other 
arthropods. It is also secreted 
in the bodily fluids of infected 
animals. In can be found 
in any area with ruminant 
livestock. When Coxiella is 
secreted in bodily fluids, it 
is excreted in a form that 
can survive for extended 
periods in the environment 
despite drying and the 
application of disinfectants.

In goats and sheep, it can 
cause subclinical infections, or 
infections that are not readily 
visible, as well as anorexia 
and late-term abortions. 
Infected animals shed large 
amounts of the bacteria at birthing. The bacteria are 
found in the placenta, as well as milk, urine, and feces.

So how do people get a Coxiella infection? When 
Coxiella is shed, it can survive in the environment for 

a long time. People can be infected from as little as the 
inhalation of one single organism. While inhalation 
is the main method of transmission, contact and the 
ingestion of contaminated dairy products are other 
possible means of transmission. Given the main hosts 
of Coxiella, it follows that those who work closely 
with ruminant livestock are most likely to become 

infected. Humans infected 
with Coxiella can exhibit flu-
like symptoms, as well as 
hepatitis, endocarditis, and 
abortion. Individuals who 
are immune compromised, 
such as pregnant women, 
are especially susceptible.

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO TO 
DECREASE THE RISK?

If your goats are experiencing 
late-term abortions, you 
should work closely with your 
veterinarian to determine the 
cause. Your veterinarian will 
likely recommend sending an 
aborted fetus and placenta to 
a reputable lab for testing.

When kidding your 
goats, care should be 
taken to practice good 

hygiene. Pens should be cleaned thoroughly and 
bedding for animals should not be re-used.

Goats should also be treated with insecticides to  
prevent tick infestations.  

KATIE ESTILL, DVM, is a veterinarian consultant for Goat Journal, Countryside & Small Stock Journal, 
and Countryside Network. She works with goats and other large livestock at Desert Trails Veterinary 
Services in Winnemucca, Nevada.

Coxiella burnetii has a 
wordwide distribution and 
is found in both wild and 
domesticated mammals, 
birds, and arthropods. It 

can be spread via tick and 
other arthropods and is 

also secreted in the bodily 
fluids of infected animals.

Q FEVER IN GOATS

SOURCES
http://cal.vet.upenn.edu/projects/saortho/chapter_81/81mast.htm
http://waddl.vetmed.wsu.edu/animal-disease-faq/q-fever
http://www.antimicrobe.org/hisphoto/history/The_Origin_of_the_term_Q_Fever_and_Coxiella_burnetii_2013.pdf
https://www.merckvetmanual.com/generalized-conditions/coxiellosis/overview-of-coxiellosis
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katherine’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl

Q: What are the crusty scabs around my 
goats’ lips and the corner of their mouths?

A: Without being a vet, the very first thing I would 
suspect is a viral issue called sore mouth. It’s also 
known as orf in the United Kingdom. This painful 
condition occurs in goats and sheep and can be spread 
to you, so be careful handling goats with this problem. 
It most commonly shows up around the lips, nostrils, 
udder, and teats from nursing kids, and sometimes 
even between the hooves on goats that itch the scabs on 
their face with their feet. Sore mouth can be anywhere 
from a mild nuisance to a big problem. We got it in our 
herd from showing exposure about 15 years ago. Kids 
or goats can have such problems that they can’t nurse 
or eat due to pain in their mouths, which can cause 
them to go downhill within a day or two. They also 
can get a secondary infection present in the area from 
scratching their face with a dirty hoof, so watch all 
those scabbed areas to make sure they aren’t swelling 
or forming pus. Once they have had orf, they tend to 
be immune to it and often will pass the immunity on 
to their next litter of kids. Antiviral and astringent/
drying herbs/herb salves can be put on the lesions 
to help the body to speed up the healing process. 
Falling scabs will infect your property for new goats 
that come to your place. You can don gloves and 
scrape under tail skin and use a swab (or better some 
scabbing) and rub it on the scraped tail to give it to 
goats if it’s just starting in your herd. That way you 
are controlling WHERE they get since it will likely go 
through the herd. This helps protect faces and udders, 
and keeps babies from being unable to nurse. It also 
helps you get it through the herd much quicker.

Do you have a question for Katherine’s Caprine Corner? 
Send it to us at goatjournal@gmail.com.

Katherine Drovdahl, MH CA CEIT DipHIr 
QTP, answers your questions on good  
water for goats, taking a kid home, and 
tattoo ink!

Q: How can I filter water for my goats?

A: There are several ways to provide good water 
for your goats. My favorite is collecting roof water 
from clean metal roofs and having that go into my 
goats' stock tanks. This is known as rain barreling 
and provides distilled water for your herd. If you 
have problems with dirty roofs from bird waste, 
you’ll have to skip this easy choice. If you live in 
an air-polluted area or it’s illegal to collect water 
where you live, this won’t be a good option for 
you. My second choice is to have access to a clean 
creek, spring, irrigation, or stream. Remember that 
anything upstream including giardia, livestock 
waste, industry, towns, homes, or agriculture may 
have a negative impact on that resource. Salt- or 
chemical-based water softener systems can often 
cause mineral imbalances or deficiencies so are 
not a preferred way to deal with problem water. 
RV filters are available at many hardware, RV, and 
variety stores and are a great place to start if you 
have problematic water. They attach to your faucet 
and then you can attach your hose onto that. Many 
people use those when at shows to improve the 
fairground’s water quality. Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
systems work real well and would be the best way 
to go for the long run. Ideally, you would have 
a system in your pump house before water gets 
distributed to your farm or home. Do remember to 
check any filtration system periodically to be sure 
it is functioning properly and check manufacturer 
recommendations for filter or item replacement.

Sore mouth can be anywhere  
from a mild nuisance to a  

big problem.

KATHERINE DROVDAHL and her beloved husband Jerry are owned by their 
LaManchas, horses, alpacas, and gardens on a small piece of Washington State 
paradise. Her varied international alternative degrees and certifications, including 
Master of Herbology, and lifelong experience with creatures of many kinds, give her 
unique insight into guiding others through human or creature wellness problems. 
Her wellness products and consultations, as well as signed copies of her book, The 
Accessible Pet, Equine and Livestock Herbal, are available at www.firmeadowllc.com.
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Q:  We have both a well and city water hookups on 
our place. Which water is better for my goats?

A: Possibly your well water. While I’m never a fan of city water with 
all of the toxic additives and unfiltered pharmaceutical drugs put in 
the water, there are also wells that contain salt water, arsenic, sulphur, 
iron, boron, agricultural or industrial chemicals, nitrates, and other 
unhealthy or even dangerous problems. Your best bet is to have 
your water tested for a top 50 to 100 substances. Your county health 
department will be able to tell you what problems are common in 
your area as well as places where water samples can be sent. We 
ALWAYS have water tested before we’ve purchased a place and that 
is a condition of the fact-finding stage of our real estate contracts.

Q:  What color and type of ink is best for 
tattooing goats and when do you do them?

A: In my experience, I find the green ink is the best for leaving 
a tattoo that is easy to read for years on end. It seems to hold the 
best and is visible whether the tails or ears have black or white 
skin. For ears, many prefer the roll-on ink. Since I’m almost always 
doing tail webs on LaManchas, I prefer the paste to get deeper into 
that fleshy part of the body. For those doing ears, it’s often easiest 
to do them at the same time you are disbudding. For those of us 
trying to fit into tails when doing LaMancha standards, ideally I 
wait until they are a month old. I use a rabbit tattoo gun to have 
smaller digits to work with that don’t spread as far apart as the 
kid matures. They can be done at a younger age if needed.

Q: How old does a kid need to be for me to take it home?

A: What is your experience with goats? I’m assuming you will have a 
similar-aged goat buddy, grandma-aged doe, or gentle wether for its 
company. That aside, if you are new to goats it’s best wait until they 
are at least four to six weeks old before considering bringing them 
home. This gives them the opportunity to have a good start to life 
and it gives you time to learn more about raising a kid. Also, at this 
age, you can keep them on a bottle and it will help them transition to 
you and their new home easier. Changing their home, environment, 
buddies, smells, sounds, and people is always stressful to their hearts 
and minds. For people that are already experienced in successfully 
raising kids, I will let them go to a new home as young as 10 days 
old, which is fairly young but gives us enough time to be sure they 
are doing well and everything appears normal. For air shipping, we 
like them four to five weeks old. We try to avoid them moving at two 
months of age, which is the time the average kid is switching over 
from antibodies to their own immune system, which is a more fragile 
time for them. If you move kids at that age, please always compensate 
the challenge by providing additional immune system support.  
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feature : : goating with the flow

GOATING  
WITH THE  
FLOW

I MET JULIE LATENDRESSE THROUGH 
pictures of her goat treks on hardened lava. 
The landscape is stark — nothing like what 

I normally see — and I was curious. How 
different is goat ownership in Hawaii?

“When I first started caring for goats here in Hawaii, 
my learning curve was large. I suddenly found a lot 
of issues I’d never experienced raising goats on the 
U.S. continent. My immediate and emergency help 
and advice came from local fellow goat enthusiasts. I 
eventually found some great vets that fill certain roles 
but for everyday support and even emergency care, we 
have to help each other. Chances are, no vet is coming 
anytime soon and if the local feed store doesn’t have 
the medication, it could be three weeks or more before 
they get another shipment. A few of my goats owe 
their lives to the fact that a goat-friend had the right 
insight or medication we needed at a crucial time.”

Julie formed HI Goat Hui Facebook group in 
anticipation of planning a Goat Academy in 2019 to 
move toward a goal of “seeing two (or more) healthy, 

happy goats on every homestead in Hawaii.” Their 
discussions were fascinating, giving me a window 
into local goat husbandry, such as using cassava 
root as an anthelmintic, the challenge of rainfall 
zones that vary across the island — some with 
more than 200 inches of rain a year — and other 
management practices unique to goats in Hawaii. 
Not once did the topic of volcanoes come up.

Then the rumblings began.
The rumblings became earthquakes, and the 

earthquakes opened fissures. Then the lava, red 
and hot, began to flow. Between May 3rd and 
May 15th, 20 fissures had opened, releasing lava 
and toxic gas. Kilauea was making headlines not 
just in the Hui, but worldwide. Julie’s pack goat 
operation, Goat With the Flow, was only 10 miles 
from the eruptions in Pahoa … and goat care in 
Hawaii became an entirely new discussion.

One of five volcanoes in Hawaii, Kilauea is the 
most active and has been erupting on a continuous 
basis since 1983. The Hawaiian Volcano Observatory 

Pōlele hikes the “June 27th Flow.” It is the one closest to Julie’s farm near Pahoa. It flowed for just under a year, June 2014-June 2015.  
Photo by J. LaTendresse

by karen kopf

DEDICATED GOAT OWNERS  
GATHERED TO SHARE  
KNOWLEDGE AND ASSISTANCE.  
THEN A VOLCANO ERUPTED.
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(HVO), a division of the United States Geological 
Survey, actively monitors volcanic activity and is 
diligent about ensuring the safety of the residents. 
Even they have difficulty predicting the path of Pele, 
the goddess of fire and volcanoes. Fissures, gasses, 
and lava flows happen randomly. In one statement, 
Christina Neal, a lead scientist at HVO offered as a 
warning, “An outbreak of lava in a new location is 
one possible outcome. At this time it is not possible 
to say with certainty if or where such an outbreak 
may occur.” Residents of this region must be agile 
and resilient to remain. Often little warning is given.

Several groups formed to rescue goats, livestock, 
and pets. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals and the Hawaii Humane Society joined efforts.

Julie and others offered their land and hospitality 
to evacuees. Almost immediately, the volunteers 
were unable to source respirators and cartridges 
needed to continue their efforts to rescue goats. 
On the islands, supplies are quickly depleted and 
slowly replenished. The greatest threat to life 
from volcanic activity is vog, which is a form of 
air pollution containing several toxic gasses. Goat 
Journal responded quickly to the call for relief 
and sent a shipment to support the evacuations. 
Additional donations came from all directions — in 
the form of pet foods, supplies, and volunteers.

Susan Regeimbal is one of the volunteers. 
While she admits that she was not a goat person 
prior to the eruption, having a large trailer and 
available pasture primed her to assist in the goat 
rescues. “My first rescue was with Batina, who 
got me started. We rescued seven goats near Noni 
Farms, next to Fissure 17. It sounded like missiles 
launching and bombs going off, with rocks the size 
of refrigerators flying into the air and landing in 
the pasture on the other side of the road.” Active 
lava flows in forested areas can produce methane 
blasts, sending airborne debris in all directions.

Susan participated in another mission to rescue 
goats when the lava started flowing toward 
Kapoho beach. “At 1 a.m., bullhorns blew, alerting 
the residents to a mandatory evacuation. I was 
up and hitched my trailer to help evacuate birds 
and goats in the farm lots. We had to wait to be 
allowed access.” The critical efforts took place over 
two days before the area was hemmed in by lava, 
with the only means of further evacuation by boat 
or air. “I had to catch and carry animals one by 
one. We filled my trailer twice. Now all of those 
animals are living in my front pasture. It has been 
a big adjustment for them. Kapoho is dry with a 
lot of hardened lava. I live in the rainforest.”

The big island is known for its agriculture, both 
crops and livestock operations. While most natural 

disasters allow for rebuilding and replanting, a 
volcanic eruption does not. The lava flows are 
uninhabitable for decades, completely displacing those 
in its path. Legislation HRS 171-93 provides for land 
swaps and relocation to those impacted by lava on a 
lottery basis, but the purchase is limited to two acres.

Kirstin Heid and her husband have cared for goats 
and other livestock on the island for 33 years. They 
have more than 100 sheep and goats on 100 acres. 
With the eruption, they have been forced to downsize. 
“Eruptions don’t happen every day, but when they 
do, resources are so limited that the challenge is 
overwhelming.” The possibility of relocating a herd 
this size, and sustaining the cost of supplementing 
feed, is unlikely. Kirstin and her husband are not 
leaving, and not giving up on the land, but livestock 
is not a scenario for long term success anymore. There 
is too much competition for available forage. As it is 
for many, rainwater is also their only source of water. 
Before it is fit for any use, it has to be neutralized with 

Julie’s pack goat operation, Goat 
With the Flow, was only 10 miles 
from the eruptions in Pahoa … 

and goat care in Hawaii became 
an entirely new discussion.
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baking soda. A large herd consumes a lot of water. “It 
is a hard decision, but a decision that has to be made 
for the well-being of the animals. It is my responsibility 
to make the decision before the animals are harmed.”

For Julie’s goats, she mostly uses the jungle for 
fodder and pasture. “There are lots of native fast-
growing trees and bushes they love, and many 
introduced species of pasture and cane grasses 
and forbs. People get goats just so they can keep 
the jungle at bay. The lucky goats get fresh tropical 
fallen fruit.” So if the plants are absorbing harmful 
chemicals, covered with ash and debris and 
burned by the acid rain, what is left to feed? With 
humidity that averages 70-80 percent, hay doesn’t 
cure and it spoils and deteriorates when stored. 
Because there is no source of emergency hay, state 
and private owners have made efforts to provide 
grazing land available to the displaced livestock. 
Hay is shipped from the mainland, and is normally 
a treat at $35+ for a regular three-string bale.

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE? 
Dr. Mark Thorne said that vog is not always 

temporary — it has been a continuous challenge on 

the southern coast since the eruption of Halemaumau, 
venting for 10 years. The vog contains sulfur dioxide, 
which then becomes acid rain. It burns leaves on 
plants and trees, and can kill them. The acid rain 
also takes its toll on fences, gates, tanks, and metal 
structures. The sulfur in vog amplifies the problem 
of copper deficiencies in animals, as plants in Hawaii 
already have a high iron content, binding copper. 
Hydrogen fluoride is absorbed by grasses and 
precipitated into water 
sources. Fluoride 
toxicity causes bone 
loss, erosion of 
teeth, and growth 
deformities. Similar 
to vog is laze, the 
plume that is created 
as lava enters the 
ocean. Laze contains 

Pele’s hair is spun volcanic 
glass that travels by wind 
and settles on the ground. 
Photo Credit: J. LaTendresse.

The vog contains sulfur dioxide, which 
then becomes acid rain. It burns leaves 
on plants and trees, and can kill them. 
Laze contains hydrochloric acid, which, 
like the ash and vog contributes further 
to damaging the eyes, skin, and lungs.

Each rain burns more forage, reducing the food available to goats on the island. Photo Credit: J. LaTendresse

feature : : goating with the flow
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There is something raw and powerful about living on a  
volcano, yet to do so you have to stay humble and always 
be willing to submit to that great force if She comes. The 
land is never really yours and every day that Pele allows me 
to stay, I consider a blessing. It keeps me filled with gratitude. 
 
So much devastation for so many people, and my heart hurts 
for them yet simultaneously I feel so fortunate to be here, 
now. To bear witness to this huge and sudden change of 
landscape is so rare and special. I wake every day to a new 
coastline and sleep under scarlet skies. How amazing it is 
to feel the earth move and rumble beneath me and to fall 
asleep to the booms and roars of Fissure 8 from the relative 
safety of my farm. To be here in my community as witness 
and servant to others as this rite of passage occurs feels  
huge even if I cannot currently put adequate words to it. It is 
where I absolutely need to be.   
 
On my first visit to Big Island before moving here, while 
hiking around a barren lava field, I came across a perfectly 
formed goat hoof print in cooled lava. That sighting really 
made an impact on me. I took it as somewhat of a beautiful 
omen. I was home. My goats and I had found our future and 
it was on the lava. The lessons of the volcano are many, if 
you listen. The lava tells the story of the volcano. The  
volcano tells the story of time: what happened before and 
what will happen in the future. When I found that hoof print 
in the lava, I knew I was finally home; for at least a time, now 
and until once again, when Pele says, “go.” Then? If Pele 
says “GO!” the goats and I, we go. 

—Julie LaTendresse

hydrochloric acid which, like the 
ash and vog, contributes further to 
damaging the eyes, skin, and lungs.

Pele’s hair is a fascinating effect 
of an eruption — it is lightweight 
spun volcanic glass carried by 
the wind. The hair-like shards are 
sharp and abrasive. Skin, lung, 
and eye irritation develops from 
contact. Animals can’t graze in 
areas where the hair has fallen. “It 
is literally everywhere so they are 
stepping on it and lying in it. It’s 
like fiberglass. I don’t know what 
the effects will be, other than a high 
hay bill,” Julie said with concern.

Beyond all of the hazards in the 
air and water above ground, they 
are experiencing earthquakes. 
According to www.earthquaketrack.
com, as of July 8th, Hawaii, Hawaii 
has had 527 earthquakes in the 
past 24 hours, 4,084 earthquakes 
in the past 7 days, and 17,329 
earthquakes in the past 30 
days (M1.5 or greater). Earthquakes 
affect structures, but they also affect 
animals. They can cause stress, 
behavioral changes, and affect 
how animals utilize pasture.

WHY DO PEOPLE LIVE NEAR  
VOLCANOES?

Oddly enough, from other areas 
of the island, like Waimea, you 
wouldn’t even know the volcano 
is active if you didn’t watch the 
news. It is business as usual. While 
it appears to us on the mainland that 
the island is consumed, thankfully, 
that is not the case. Hawaii is divided 
into nine Lava Flow Hazard Zones 
rated 1-9, with 1 being the highest 
risk. All of Puna, with a population 
of roughly 50,000 people, falls in 
Zones 1-3. It is the fastest growing 
area on the big island. Some homes 
are built where lava has wiped out 
previous developments. People 
build their homes here because the 
land is “cheap”and the lifestyle is 
desirable. For Julie, she takes the 
risk because the everyday pleasure 
outweighs the fear of the future.

This eruption has delivered more 

Goat hoof print in lava. Photo Credit: J. LaTendresse



KAREN KOPF and her husband Dale own Kopf Canyon Ranch in 
Moscow, Idaho. They enjoy “goating” together and helping others 
goat. They raise Kikos primarily, but are experimenting with crosses for 
their new favorite goating experience: pack goats! You can learn more 
about them at Kopf Canyon Ranch on Facebook or kikogoats.org.

If you would like to help with relief efforts  
or check in to see how evacuees are doing,  

you can contact Julie at  
facebook.com/GoatWithTheFlow

 
Donations of supplies, funds to feed goats  
and evacuees, and gas cards to facilitate  

rescues are all appreciated at: 
Volcano Relief c/o HI Goat Hui 

P.O. Box 568  
Pahoa, HI 96778

Or funds can be sent online at 
squareup.com/store/GoatWithTheFlow

lava and destroyed more homes 
than any in modern history. As 
of June 29th, 657 houses have 
been lost. Sudden homelessness, 
not enough available housing, 
business losses, emotional stress, 
and environmental health risks 
are taking their toll. A culture 
that embraces the natural 
forces of creation and change 
represented by the volcanoes 
is also grieving the impact.

Susan moved to Hawaii from 

California after spending her 
childhood visiting the island. 
She admits that she has “mixed 
feelings. The volcano created 
everything that is so beautiful. 
So many memories of places that 
are now gone. It is really sad, but 
there will be some other beautiful 
thing to explore someday.” Given 
the alternative, she said. “The fires 
in California scare me far more 
than the volcano ever will.”   

RELIEF EFFORTS

feature : : goating with the flow

Keeping 
Livestock 
Healthy

Visit:
Countryside 

Network.com/shop
to get your copy today!

Or Call:
970-392-4419

A comprehensive  
veterinary guide to 

preventing & identifying  
disease in: horses, cattle, 

swine, goats & sheep.  
Including information  
on nutrition, housing,  

reproduction, & restraint.

By N. Bruce HayNes, D.V.M.
345 pages,  

$19.95 + S&H
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The Lives & Loves 
of Feral Goats

feature : : feral goats

Valuable Heritage or 
Ravaging Pest?

by TAMSIN COOPER

Feral goats on Saturna Island. Photo by Tim Gage/Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

Lynton feral goats in Devon, England. 
Photo by J.E. McGowan/Flickr CC BY 2.0

Feral goat at Loch Lomond, Scotland.  
Photo by Ronnie Macdonald/Flickr CC BY 2.0Feral goats at the Burren, Ireland. Photo by cosmo_71/Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0
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FERAL GOATS LIVE WILD IN MANY HABITATS 
due to widespread release of domestic animals 
more than the last 250 years. Sailors, such as 

Captain Cook, released dual-purpose goats onto 
Pacific islands, New Zealand, and Australia. In other 
areas, such as in Britain and France, local breeds 
were abandoned in the 
20th century when more 
productive goats became 
popular. Due to their high 
adaptability, hardy goats 
can thrive in the wild 
environment and become 
numerous. Their lives have 
been documented in various 
locations, such as Saturna 
Island (BC), several Pacific 
islands, the British Isles, 
New Zealand, and Australia.

Although for many 
residents these animals 
constitute a voracious 
pest, for others they are a well-loved cultural feature, 
accessible to tourism and emblematic of the region. 

A VALUABLE SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE
Conservation studies have revealed how 

feral goats choose to live. This knowledge 
is invaluable to those of us who keep their 

tame cousins, so that we can understand their 
behavior and manage our herds optimally.

Feral populations all over the world have a number 
of features in common. We understand these as 
behavioral preferences that enable a goat society to 
run at its smoothest. Goats establish permanent night 

camps where the whole 
herd aggregates at night. 
However, males and 
females segregate outside 
of the breeding season.

Females bond for longer 
and groups normally 
consist of mothers, 
daughters, and sisters. A 
study of two different feral 
populations found cliques 
of around 12 females 
plus several does who 
remained on the periphery, 
some of which formed 
a new group at a later 

date. Within the core and on the periphery, bonded 
individuals were found. During the day, goats disperse 
over the landscape to forage in small subgroups of 
generally two to four bonded individuals. Males group 
loosely outside of the breeding season. During the rut, 
males may be seen wandering alone until they find a 
female group. 

Conservation studies have  
revealed how feral goats choose  

to live. This knowledge is  
invaluable to those of us who 

keep their tame cousins, so that 
we can understand their behavior 
and manage our herds optimally.

feature : : feral goats

Cheviot goat by Tom Mason/Flickr CC BY-ND 2.0
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   We can respect these social 
preferences by keeping related 
females together wherever 
possible, and running a separate 
buck/wether herd out of season. 
I have also found my goats prefer 
a permanent base from which 
they will wander out to rotation 
pastures as a group during the day.

Ranges of female herds tend to 
be reasonably small, while those 
of males cover areas occupied by 
several female groups. Within the 
range goats move quickly between 
food sources, as their diet requires 
variety, and their natural habit is to 
browse rather than graze. We can 
meet goats’ natural feeding needs 
by supplying a 
variety of high-fiber 
forage and rotating 
their pastures.

Goats use 
ritualized combat to 
establish a hierarchy, 
which enables them 
to decide who gets 
priority access to 
resources. Smaller, 
younger animals 
give way to the 
strongest. Where 
size difference is 
not immediately 
apparent, they 
test one another’s 
strength through 
head-to-head 
clashing and 
locking horns. 
In the farmyard, 
they need space to work 
out their hierarchy, and 
subordinates need room 
to avoid higher ranking 
individuals at the feed rack.

In the wild, females 
choose their mates by 
submitting only to the male 
they find most attractive. 
This is generally a dominant 
mature buck of about 
five years old who takes 
time to court her before 

mating. Smaller and younger 
males are normally chased away.

To give birth, does prefer to 
withdraw from company and kid 
in private seclusion. After cleaning 
and feeding, she will leave her 
kids in hiding for several hours 
while she feeds and then returns 
to suckle them. After a few days, 
kids are strong enough to follow 
their mother and will start to 
play with other kids. As they are 
progressively weaned over several 
months, they form tighter peer 
groups with kids their own age. 
Females stay with their mothers 
up to the next birth, and may 
regroup with them after. Young 

males, however, disperse when they 
mature sexually. We can understand 
the importance of maternal and 
family bonds, especially for female 
goats, and incorporate family life 
into our management practice.

You can read more about 
feral social life in my book Goat 
Behavior: A Collection of Articles.

A VALUABLE SOURCE OF GENES
Feral goats are well-adapted to 

the local landscape and highly 
resistant to parasites and disease. 
In the modern age, we tend to 
prefer commercially developed 
breeds that have been improved 
for production. However, these 

often lack the local 
immunity that 
heritage breeds 
have, and we have 
to manage them 
more carefully. 
Feral goats then 
constitute a reserve 
of these hardy traits 
that are missing 
from many of 
our production 
animals. In this 
respect alone, 
they are worthy of 
protection, as they 
represent a source 
of biodiversity that 
we will need as the 
climate changes. 
Old Irish, Arapawa, 
and San Clemente 
Island goats have 

been found to represent 
unique genetic identities. 
Many other unimproved 
breeds may likewise 
hold missing pieces of 
ancient goat diversity.

THE DARK SIDE OF  
FERAL LIFE

Although in most 
areas they reside they are 
culturally appreciated 
by tourists and some 
residents, many people 

Feral goats can be tamed and  
find their place in society as  

multipurpose backyard animals, 
as was their historic purpose, 

or as agents of brush clearance 
and landscape management.

Feral buck at Killarney National Park, Ireland. 
Photo by Hauke Musicaloris/Flickr CC BY 2.0
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who live among feral goats consider them troublesome 
pests. They have been known to ravage gardens, 
wear down walls, increase erosion, and endanger 
local plant species and wildlife habitats. Landscape 
conservationists have attempted to control feral 
populations through culls or through fencing off  
sensitive areas and driving out goats. As the hunting 
of feral goats is unrestricted in most areas, trophy  
hunters and trip organizers have turned to stalking 
goat, to the horror of goat lovers and those who value 
the presence of the wild herds. 

Scandal in countries such as Wales, UK, have made 
many hunting facilitators go underground. A recent 
conservation paper concludes that trophy hunting is a 
“morally inappropriate” method of population control. 
Other methods are available and sport hunting should 
be a last resort. As sportsmen wish to retain a sustained 
supply of game, their aims can be at odds with 
conservationists, who are trying to limit goat damage. 
Most reserves appoint their own skilled marksmen 
and discourage recreational hunting, but lack of legal 
protection limits control. Indiscriminate culls weaken 
the population and drive down the diversity of ancient 
landraces. Rare breeds, such as British primitives, that 
only survive in feral populations face extinction.

PROTECTION, CONSERVATION, AND REUTILIZATION
In Ireland, Old Irish goats have been identified 

and moved to a sanctuary where they can be 
managed. Feral goats can be tamed and find their 
place in society as multipurpose backyard animals, 
as was their historic purpose, or as agents of 
brush clearance and landscape management.

In France and the UK, feral goats have been used to 

rebuild heritage breeds, and the semen of the 
French landrace, Chèvre des Fossés, has been stored 
in a cryobank to improve genetic diversity.

When their browsing habits are understood and  
managed, they can effectively control weeds that 
spread fire. Fencing has been used to protect  
vulnerable plants and goats are employed to remove 
invasive species.

Planning can ensure that installations do not cut 
feral populations off from resources such as water and 
shelter, so that goats do not come into conflict with 
human facilities.

Tourism still loves these animals, as they are beautiful 
and easy to spot. Their usefulness to mankind still 
needs to be fully appreciated, but we can choose to care 
and protect the feral goat for their future and ours.  

SOURCES:
The Cheviot Landrace Goat Research and Preservation Society
The Old Irish Goat Society
Batavia, C., Nelson, M.P., Darimont, C.T., Paquet, P.C., Ripple, 

W.J. and Wallach, A.D., 2018. The elephant (head) in the room: A 
critical look at trophy hunting. Conservation Letters, p. e12565.

O’Brien, P.H., 1988. Feral goat social organization: a review and 
comparative analysis. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 21(3), pp. 209-221.

Shank, Chris C. 1972. Some aspects of social behaviour in a population of 
feral goats (Capra hircus L.), Zeitschrift Für Tierpsychologie, 30, pp. 488–528

Stanley, Christina R. and Dunbar, R.I.M. 2013. Consistent social 
structure and optimal clique size revealed by social network analysis 
of feral goats, Capra hircus, Animal Behaviour, 85, pp. 771–79 

Goats have roamed Snowdonia for 10,000 years; now they 
face secret cull. November 13, 2006.  The Guardian. 

“Disgust” at firm which offered chance to shoot Welsh mountain 
goats in Snowdonia. July 30, 2017. The Daily Post.
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TAMSIN COOPER  
is a smallholder and goat  

keeper in France. She 
follows the latest research 
on behavior, welfare and 

sustainability, and mentors 
on animal welfare courses. 

Find her at  
www.goatwriter.com.

Feral goat on Great Orme, Wales.  
Photo by Allan Harris/Flickr CC BY-ND 2.0
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photo essay : : goat art of rachel karneffel

Rachel 
Karneffel

You can contact  
Rachel Karneffel for commissions at 

foghornfarmdonkeytraining@gmail.com

all photos courtesy of  
GALLOPING GERTIE'S GOATERYRACHEL KARNEFFEL lives in northern 

Colorado, where she enjoys hiking 
with, driving, and packing her Alpine 

and Alpine/LaMancha crosses, as well as 
riding, driving, and packing her mammoth 
donkeys. She has rediscovered her love for 
the wilderness through pack goats. Rachel 
has been doing commissioned pet portraiture 
since she was in grade school, both nationally 
and internationally. She has discovered that 
goats are especially interesting to draw, as 
well as being extremely expressive beings 
in their own right, with a soul that shines 
through the drawings. Portraits require 
quality photos and can only be as detailed 
as the photographs so that Rachel can get as 
much detail in the portrait as possible. Prices 
depend on complexity of the artwork.   

GOAT ART OF  
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the wilderness 

through pack 

goats. 
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that shines through 
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dairy goats : : milking your goat

MILKING A GOAT IS NOT QUITE AS 
SIMPLE as it sounds! While nearly anyone 
can squeeze milk out of teat, milking goats 

the right way protects the udder and that milk that you 
work so hard to produce! It also takes time to develop 
coordination and efficiency. For those that have hand-
milked goats for some 
time, I can see that grin 
as you recollect spilled 
milk, milk running 
down your wrists and 
arms, and perhaps a 
dancing goat or two.

Before you head 
out to the barn, do 
your goat a favor: 
Please keep those 
fingernails short so 
you are less likely to 
pinch skin or a teat.

Ideally, you want 
a location that is 
quiet and peaceful with a good temperature and 
protection from wind and weather. That may be in a 
corner of a garage or shed, under a tree in summer, 
or a dedicated milk room. You want your goat to be 
relaxed and you want to enjoy the experience that 
you may be partaking in 610 times per year per goat, 
milking twice per day for the average lactation of 305 

days! Times 10 goats? Yes, 6,100 goats milked! That 
SHOULD make you a superhero of some kind — right?

Besides the enjoyable location, lighting is important 
so you can see that your goat udder and teats are 
clean. You need to watch that the milk is clean 
without lumping and is not collecting pieces of alfalfa 

dropping from your 
sleeves because you 
fed the goats first. 
Oops! You also need to 
make sure nothing in 
the area will trip you 
and be able to inspect 
equipment for safety.

Your milk stand could 
be your best friend! It 
enables your goat to 
focus on her feed and 
to be restrained from 
capricious premeditated 
antics. How many of 
us forgot to lock the 

head stanchion then the goat finished her feed while 
you were still milking? Spilled milk, twisting goats 
attempting to get at someone else’s feed, and barnyard 
entertainment at your expense! I prefer the milk room 
to be a little duller than that! Always check your stand 
for loose nuts, sharp edges, that it sits firmly on the 
ground without rocking, and for a slip-free platform. 
I keep wood shavings handy in case a milk stand gets 

IS YOUR MILKING TECHNIQUE DESTROYING YOUR GOAT'S UDDER?

Milking  
Your Goat:  
Are You  
Hurting or 
Helping?
by KATHERINE DROVDAHL MH CA CR DIPHIR CEIT QTP

You want your goat to be relaxed and 
you want to enjoy the experience that 
you may be partaking in 610 times per 
year per goat, milking twice per day for 

the average lactation of 305 days! Times 
10 goats? Yes, 6,100 goats milked!
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wet. They help absorb 
the milk, counter some 
bacteria, and give traction 
on the surface including 
a wet floor. They sweep 
up easily when I’m done.

Have your milking 
equipment (bucket and 
milk storage containers) 
ready before you get your 
goat. Stainless steel or 
glass containers are the 
only acceptable materials 
that you want touching 
the milk. Neither will 
leach flavors or chemicals 
into the milk and both can 
be sanitized effectively. 
Here we hand-milk into 
stainless and store it 
in quart canning jars, 
which cool quickly in ice 
water for a high-quality, 
tasty milk. Caring for 
milking stock is too much 
work to get sloppy.

After I load my goats, 
I use a natural teat spray 
on each teat then wipe 
it off with a clean paper 
towel so dirty water 
doesn’t run onto the 
orifice area. If you get 
dirt in the towel, repeat 
the process until they are dry. This 
is called a "pre-dip." I don’t use 
actual dips because they become 
contaminated as you go from 
goat to goat. To glove up or not 
glove up is a personal preference, 
but be sure your hands and 
fingernails are clean so you don’t 
carry more bacteria to that teat.   

It’s show time! Position your 
milk stool on either side or behind 
your goat. If the goat is jumpy, 
get them used to milking from the 
side before you attempt to milk or 
strip from the back. Roll up your 
sleeves, get your milk bucket in 
place, take your dominant hand 
with the back of it facing your face, 
and spread the thumb away from 
the fingers. Then rotate your hand 
laterally or toward the outside so 

the back of your thumb is facing 
up and your fingers are facing out. 
Now confidently clasp the top of 
the teat below the udder floor and 
clamp it shut. Make sure you do not 
have udder tissue, only teat tissue 
in that clamp, so you don’t ruin 
the udder floor or shape or have it 
drop into the teat. Clamp flat, not 
in a round shape, with your thumb 
and pointer finger. Then squeeze 
without pulling the teat itself down, 
so you don’t damage the udder 
or stretch out the teat! Start your 
squeeze with the top pointer and 
middle finger, then index then 
pinky. Start with just one hand for a 
few squirts. Aim for a steady, strong 
stream that lands in the milk bucket.

Keep a second bucket on hand. 
For every inch or two of milk, dump 

into the second bucket 
so you can save some in 
case your first bucket gets 
dumped over while you 
are learning. That second 
or third squirt can be 
checked for unusual milk 
(mastitis) with a CMT 
test paddle, test strip, or 
a strainer developed for 
checking milk to make 
sure it’s usable in the 
house. Now after three 
to five squirts, try with 
your non-dominant hand. 
Then try it with both 
hands, squirting both teats 
simultaneously. Don’t 
worry about alternating 
hands until you’ve some 
practice. Also be prepared 
for really sore hands for 
several days, as you may be 
working little muscles and 
tissue that aren’t used to 
exercising in that fashion.

So you’ve been milking 
several minutes and the 
streams are getting thinner. 
It’s time to bump the 
udder for more letdown. 
Gently but firmly, either 
massage or bump up into 
the udder tissue. You do 

not need to bump as hard as an 
excited and hungry kid; just firm 
enough to get up into the udder 
tissue. Repeat three or four times 
or until you feel more milk drop 
into the lower udder or teat. Then 
milk that out. With most goats, 
you will do this two to four times 
before you are done milking.

Now post-spray the teats to 
encourage the orifices to close 
sooner and to decrease any bacteria 
on teat ends. This is a great time to 
apply a skin conditioner or natural 
salve to encourage udder and skin 
wellness. Pour or strain your milk 
into jars, set in ice and water. 

Well done! You’ll soon be 
able to teach someone else 
how to milk a goat!  

Make sure you do not have udder 
tissue, only teat tissue in that clamp, 
so you don’t ruin the udder floor or 
shape or have it drop into the teat.
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goats & goat owners : : helping kids live the goat life

by LACEY HUGHETT

HAVE KIDS OF THE HUMAN VARIETY?  
Do you desire to introduce them to the 
exciting world of goats? As a fellow parent 

of the wild human child, I considered what sort of 
life I want my son to live. I am lucky to allow him to 
grow up on a hobby farm. His best friend is Macchi, 
a mixed mini goat, and the two are inseparable. 

If I had no space for goats, or they were illegal 
where I reside, I would still want my son to be 
involved in farming and ranching activities. It 
brings him so much joy and helps him learn 
valuable life lessons and experiences. 

Fortunately, there are many ways to introduce 
farm life and goats to our human young.  

 
THE FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA (FFA) 

A great opportunity for older kids, the FFA is low 
cost but has a caveat: Your child must be enrolled in 
some sort of agriculture class at their school. If the 

school does not offer one, discuss ways around it with 
your local FFA chapters. The FFA allows children 
to learn leadership and responsibility in groups of 
like-minded individuals. Your child will be exposed 
to a wide variety of farming life, including raising, 
caring for, and showing goats. Participation in the 
program has huge future benefits as well, because 
FFA alumni are eligible for multiple scholarships 
and grants for higher education. Membership costs 
about $7 a year and includes a subscription to their 
magazine. Local chapters may require additional fees. 

 
4-H 

Children and young adults ages 5-19 years can 
join 4-H, a program run by your state’s Cooperative 
Extension. Cloverbud members, between the ages 
of 5-8, participate in non-competitive activities and 
hands-on learning experiences. The older members 
utilize the skills and knowledge they’ve learned to 

HELPING KIDS LIVETHE
GOAT LIFE

How Can Children Experience 
Raising Goats, Even in the City?
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raise and show animals from dogs to horses. 4-H 
raises self-esteems, helps members make new friends, 
and instills a lifelong love 
of livestock and farming. 
Fees vary depending on 
your local groups, which 
can be found via a search 
module on the main 4-H 
website, www.4-h.org/find. 

 
NATIONAL GRANGE 

The National Grange is 
a family-based grassroots 
organization that allows 
members of all ages to learn 
more about husbandry, 
community, and personal 
growth.  There are many 
different programs to choose 
from. The Junior Grange is a 
leadership development program 
for children aged 5-14 years. The 
Youth Grange is for young adults 
and couples up to 35 years of 
age. The Grange is also a national 
program with numerous local 
branches. They advocate for rural 
living, raising livestock, community 
service, and caring for others. 
Members have the opportunity 
to raise, care for, and show goats 
as well as many other animals. 
 
SCHOOL PROGRAMS 

Many high schools have rodeos 
or clubs that can offer children 
a chance at caring for goats 
and other livestock. If not, 
local community colleges 
often have programs that 
interested parties can 
explore. There are national 
programs such as the 
National High School Rodeo 
Association (www.nhsra.com) 
as well as local state programs 
of the same sort. Most of these 
programs have membership fees, 
but they also offer scholarships and 
grants. They vary by what they offer, 
but they all contribute to youth learning to 
care for and respect animal life. The best way to get in 
touch with these programs is through an online search 
engine or by contacting your local Board of Education. 
 

LIVESTOCK RESCUES AND NONPROFITS 
This one may take a little searching, but most 

places have some form of 
livestock rescue or nonprofit 
organization that deals 
with large animals. These 
groups are almost always 
looking for volunteers! It’s 
generally easy to get into 
contact with rescues and 
nonprofits through their 
website or over the phone. 

The website www.vegan.
com/sanctuaries/ has a 
directory of farm animal 
rescues by state, but it is 
not comprehensive. Getting 
involved will help kids 
understand compassion 
and caring for sick, injured, 
or neglected animals. 

 
TOURING RANCHES 

A little less hands-on, but still 
a great experience is touring an 
existing ranch or dairy farm. Many 
established ranches offer tours and 
education days as an additional 
income stream. Children can reap 
educational benefits from a visit, 
and parents can gauge their child’s 

interest level without committing 
to a major program. Every place is 

different, but kids are often taught 
about livestock, are permitted to 

pet, interact, and care for the 
animals, and may even be 
offered samples of products 
the establishment makes, 
such as caramels or cheese. 
Touring a goat farm or dairy 
is a valuable exposure to 
the lifestyle without a huge 

upfront commitment. 
 

AGRICULTURE CLASSES 
Many high schools or 

community colleges offer 
agriculture classes that serve as 

an educational tool as well as a great 
place to network. Often the classes include 

hands-on animal care, which can springboard 
children into raising and showing goats and 
other livestock in their local fairs or rodeos. 
 

Participation in the  
FFA program has huge  

future benefits, because  
FFA alumni are eligible 

for multiple scholarships  
and grants for  

higher education. 

Colten and Macchi.  
Photo by Lacey Hughett. 
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LOCAL GOAT OWNERS 
Do you know someone who has goats? Existing 

owners already have the space and knowledge to 
keep a goat happy and safe. Don’t be afraid to reach 
out! Most of these people won’t mind teaching a 
budding future goat owner about the animal, but it 
can go further than that. I’ve heard countless stories 
of children raising their first goats on someone 
else’s property as their first taste of the farm life. 

Ask! If your child is serious about the commitment 
of raising a goat, then there is probably someone 
willing to give them a shot at it. If you don’t personally 
know anyone, try posting an ad or searching for 
online backyard hobby farm groups. Facebook 
has many groups of local farming communities 
that are open to join for education purposes, 
animal pictures and stories, and networking. 
 
DONATE A GOAT 

You child can donate a goat to a needy family! 
World Vision helps people donate livestock to 
families across the globe. The cost to donate a goat 
is $85, which can bring a family milk, fertilizer, and 
extra income. Although you don’t personally see 

Don’t be afraid to 
reach out! I’ve heard 

countless stories of children 
raising their first goats on 

someone else’s property as 
their first taste of the  

farm life.

the goat, it teaches your child the gift of giving back 
in a goat-related way. The program is accessible 
online via their website, www.worldvision.org. 

 If you and your child are serious about getting 
involved in the world of goats, then go for it! It 
is a rewarding lifestyle packed to the brim with 
fun and adventure. There are so many amazing 
programs and opportunities. Reach out, ask 
questions, and get involved. You won’t regret it!  

· Optimizes red blood cell production
· Increases Fertility
· Boosts Energy
· Promotes rumen production of 

animals off  feed and sickly

· Increases appetite and weight gain
· Helps support a healthy immune system
· Helps anemic animals bounce back and recover
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goats & goat owners : : therapy goats

IT’S A SIGHT TO MAKE ANYONE DO A DOUBLE-TAKE: A goat, 
hooves clicking smartly on tile or linoleum, trotting down the 
hallway of a nursing home or hospital. What is a four-footed creature 

doing inside a medical or rehabilitative facility? 
Meet a special type of caprine: Therapy goats. They’re on an important 

mission: To bring love, affection, laughter, and calmness to people ailing in 
mind, body, or spirit. 

Therapy goats are a unique fusion between farm and hospital, between 
agrarian roots and ultra-modern medical care. The goal of any animal 
therapy is third-party improvement: Helping a patient’s social, emotional, 
or cognitive functioning. Bringing along an animal can make a therapist 
seem less threatening, particularly for traumatized children or those 
afflicted by mental disorders. There’s nothing like hugging an animal to 
increase rapport between patient and counselor. 

HISTORY 
Therapy animals have a long history, dating back to certain (more 

enlightened) 18th-century mental institutions where inmates were 
allowed to interact with some domestic animals. As modern therapeutic 
techniques developed, the positive effect of animals on people suffering 
from anxiety and depression was noted. The famous psychotherapist, 
Sigmund Freud, observed patients (particularly children or teens) were 
likely to relax and confide if dogs were present, since dogs are not shocked 
or judgmental at what a patient said. Florence Nightingale observed the 
benefits of pets in the treatment of individuals with illness. She wrote: 
“A small pet animal is often an excellent companion for the sick.” 

Therapy animals aren’t just feel-good rhetoric; they’re backed by solid 
research. Therapy animals can positively affect brain chemistry, including 
dopamine (linked with reward-motivation behavior), oxytocin (bonding), 

photos by  
lainey morse

THERAPY GOATS: 
FROM HOOF TO THE HEART

by patrice lewis
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and cortisol levels (stress). For 
those individuals struggling 
with issues ranging from 
rejection to sexual abuse to 
PTSD to mental illness to 
end-of-life care to depression 
to stress, having a furry, 
friendly creature willing to 
bond can be a huge asset. 

Over the years, different 
types of therapy animals have 
been used, primarily dogs and 
horses (and even dolphins). 
The unifying qualifications 
include an appropriate 
size, age, aptitude, 
behavior, and training.

Into this honorable 
history, goats are making an 
increasingly impressive mark. 

 
NON-JUDGMENTAL 

For patients undergoing 
rehabilitative therapy, especially 
those associated with some sort 

of stigma such as alcohol or drug 
addiction, therapy goats offer 
non-judgmental affection and 
attention. One former alcoholic who 
hit “rock bottom” started working 

with therapy goats. She told 
a news station, “You can be 
yourself, you can cry, you 
can work through emotions 
… you can be happy, you 
can be sad … and they’re 
just going to be there.” 

This unconditional 
acceptance and support is 
the key factor for animal-
assisted therapy. Lainey 
Morse, founder and CEO of 
Goat Yoga (www.goatyoga.
net), explains how the unique 
bond between caprine and 
human works. “It's not really 
the training that makes a 
good therapy goat. It's the 
love,” she says. “They will 
just always look at humans as 

a source of attention and love and 
want to give it back. It's extremely 
helpful for people with autism or 
suffering from mental illness, stress, 
or fighting a disease. Some of these 

Therapy goats are a unique 
fusion between farm and 

hospital, between agrarian 
roots and ultra-modern med-

ical care. The goal of any 
animal therapy is third-par-
ty improvement: Helping a 
patient’s social, emotional, 
or cognitive functioning.
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people don't do great with ‘talking therapy.’ When you 
get them around goats, they forget about their issues 
and just connect with the goats. This makes them 
calm, and it also makes them laugh and feel loved.” 

CRACKING THE SHELL 
Some physical or mental conditions make it difficult 

for people to express themselves verbally. Therapy 
goats offer opportunities to communicate non-verbally, 
a chance many affected patients seize wholeheartedly 
— and which, happily, often 
lead to increased verbal 
communication. Children 
with autism, for example, are 
often so enthused by their 
new four-hooved friends 
that they’re motivated 
to tell others (teachers, 
parents, counselors) about 
their new passion. 

The entertaining nature 
of goats is among the 
qualities that make them 
excellent therapy animals. 
Their playfulness can bring 
people out of their shell, 
lift their spirits, and even 
lower blood pressure. 

But the benefits go deeper 
than spirited antics. They 
offer companionship and 
unconditional love which can 
serve as a lifeline for those 
with little else to live for, such 
as those in prison, people 
fighting terminal illnesses, 
or anyone feeling hopeless. 

“Therapy goats don’t need 
a bond with a human,” says 
Morse, “so when they walk 
right up to a person and start to snuggle, or climb on 
their laps, or lay on their mat — it makes that person 
feel so special. Their calm demeanor is helpful too. 
Even when they chew their cud, it’s something like 
a meditative state that’s oddly relaxing to be around. 
Goats are calm and in the present moment, and the 
humans can't help but take on that energy. They're 
also very funny and happy animals, so they make you 
laugh as well. The combination is a very therapeutic.” 

  
GETTING GOOD WITH GOATS 

Caprines are becoming more popular as therapy 
animals for a variety of reasons: they are easily 
trained, highly sociable, non-violent, and extremely 
entertaining. “The reaction from people when they 

meet a therapy goat for the first time is pure bliss,” 
says Morse. “I've never seen anything like it. You 
can have horses, dogs or cats, but when you present 
them with a therapy goat, their faces just light up.” 

Therapy goats must be friendly and well-socialized, 
well-behaved in public, and respond well to loud 
noises. “Most goats don’t even need a bond with a 
human to love them,” says Morse. “If they’ve been 
socialized correctly, they will just walk right up to 
you and want love and attention. They are not given 

treats by humans and so 
they don’t mob people for 
food. Instead, they look at 
people as the giver of love.” 

For obvious reasons, 
most advocates recommend 
either a polled or disbudded 
animal. Wethers and does are 
preferred over intact bucks, 
which have too strong of an 
odor. But beyond this, “I don't 
believe there is any one breed 
that is better for therapy over 
others,” notes Morse. “I have 
a lot of Nigerian Dwarf goats 
which are small enough to 
sit in someone’s lap, but I 
also have several Boer and 
Nubian rescues — bigger 
goats — and they are the 
biggest lover-goats. I think 
both genders are great, but 
I prefer wethers because 
females seem more focused 
on food and eating where the 
boys seem more focused on 
giving and getting love.” 

Training often starts when 
the goats are babies, and 
the most important part 

of that training is affection. “Being around humans 
and getting used to human interaction makes them 
grow up to be the most loving therapy goats,” 
says Morse. “Mine start as babies, but any goat 
that has been socialized can be a therapy goat.” 

The most obvious advantage of therapy goats is 
the cuteness factor, but they offer deeper and more 
serious benefits. “Goats are naturally in the present 
moment, happy and calm,” notes Morse. “Humans 
have a hard time with all of those things, but it’s easier 
to connect to those feelings when around the goats. 
The world seems to be filled with chaos; but when 
you're in my barn with the goats, I promise you will 
not be thinking of anything else other than the goats.” 

Despite the proven advantages of therapy 

goats & goat owners : : therapy goats

Therapy goats must be 
friendly and well-socialized, 
well-behaved in public, and 
respond well to loud noises.
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goats, Morse is taking matters one step further to 
legitimize their benefits. “I've recently partnered 
with Oregon State University research scientists 
to start doing studies on my goats and why goats 
and humans connect so well together,” she says. 
“There are not many studies (if any) that are 
done on goats and the human interaction, so I'm 
really excited for the scientific research. Animals 
have long been touted as helping lower blood 
pressure and release the feel-good chemicals in 
people, so this should be really interesting!” 

 
THERAPY VS. SERVICE 

What is the difference between a therapy 
animal and a service animal? 

Service animals are working animals, not pets. They 
are trained to perform tasks for people with disabilities, 
and their work must be directly related to the 
individual’s disability (in other words, no third-party 
assistance). These animals are legally protected at the 
federal level by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 
1990 and have a legal right to accompany their owners 
into almost every public sphere.  
Therapy animals do not have the same legal rights 

and are not protected under the ADA, the Air Carriers 
Act, or the Fair Housing Act. While they are often 
allowed access to public locations as a courtesy, 
they cannot travel in the cabin of an airline for free, 
and are not exempt from pet-restricted housing. It 
is important to recognize these legal distinctions. 

 
HAPPY HOUR 

When asked whether she’s ever had a therapy 
goat misbehave, Morse demurs. “I've had over 2,000 
people come through my Goat Yoga classes and 
I've never had anyone get hurt,” she says. “I call 
the portion after the yoga class Goat Happy Hour 
— because everyone leaves happy! This is the time 
when everyone can snuggle the goats and take fun 
pictures and just lose themselves in the goats.” 

As the benefits of therapy animals are becoming 
better understood and more widely used, therapy 
goats are poised to become important contenders 
in improving mental and physical health. After all, 
any animal that can bring a smile to the face of a 
child sexual abuse survivor or an elderly man dying 
in hospice is an animal worth promoting.  
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CIRCLING DISEASE AND SILAGE SICKNESS are other names 
for listeriosis in goats, commonly associated with feeding 
moldy hay. Listeriosis is a life-threatening disease primarily 

caused by the bacteria Listeria monocytogenes; however, ruminants 
may also get listeriosis from Listeria ivanovii. Listeria is a zoonotic 
disease, meaning it can be transmitted from animals to humans.

Listeria can live almost anywhere — in soil, manure piles, grass, and the 
gastrointestinal tracts 
of healthy animals. 
It thrives in aerobic 
conditions, such as 
the top layer of silage 
and moldy hay or 
feed. It is commonly 
found in the feces of 
infected birds, animals, 
fish, and insects as 
well as sewage. It can 
contaminate water, 
milk, and food. It can 
withstand temperatures 
from 34-113 F degrees. 

There are two forms of  
listeriosis in goats:  

encephalitic and septicemic. 
Clinical signs of listeriosis are 

seen more frequently in  
adult goats than kids.

LISTERIOSIS:
The Dangers of  

Feeding Moldy Hay
by KAREN KOPF

goat care 101 : : listeriosis
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While outbreaks can occur year-
round, in livestock they are most 
prevalent in spring and fall.

People and animals in good 
health are usually not affected by 
listeria. In humans, the highest 
risk is for pregnant women and 
the immunocompromised. 

L. monocytogenes can be carried 
by a host without appearing sick 
and can shed in milk and feces. 
It is transmitted when an animal 
ingests contaminated feed or water, 
but bacteria can also be inhaled 
from fecal dust. Researchers 
have also suggested that it can be 
sexually transmitted in goats.

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF 
LISTERIOSIS IN GOATS?

There are two forms of 
listeriosis in goats: encephalitic 
and septicemic. Clinical signs of 
listeriosis are seen more frequently 
in adult goats than kids.

The encephalitic form has the 
highest mortality rate and is most 
prevalent in small ruminants. It is 
characterized by inflammation of 
the brain resulting in neurological 
symptoms. The bacteria enter the 
body through damaged mucous 
membranes in the mouth or other 
openings, and migrates to the brain. 
Early symptoms are depression, 
loss of appetite, decreased milk 
production, and fever. As the 
brain swells, the animal develops 
weakness and uncoordination, 
and will circle in one direction. As 
the disease progresses, symptoms 
such as partial facial paralysis, 
the head pulled back with a rigid 
neck, ear drooping, salivation, slack 
jaw, and seizures may appear.

The septicemic form, while 
also present in ruminants, is most 
common in single-stomach animals. 
The bacteria also enter through 
damaged mucous membranes 
and then the bloodstream, where 
it spreads to other organs. It is 
characterized by diarrhea and 
abortion. Mastitis caused by L. 

monocytogenes is rare, but does 
occur, and results in prolonged 
shedding of the bacteria in milk. 
Newborn kids exposed to shedding 
of listeria in colostrum or milk 
may show signs of septicemia. 
It is recommended that aborted 
kids and placentas be handled 
with sterile precaution, as people 
have developed fatal meningitis, 
septicemia, and rashes on the 
arms after handling tissues 
contaminated with listeria.

Diagnosis of listeriosis in goats 
is done primarily by clinical signs, 
since fatalities occur within 24-48 
hours of the onset of symptoms. 
With prompt aggressive treatment, 
the Merck Veterinary Manual 
suggests a 30 percent survival 
rate. Tests are available, but 
the results take longer than the 
progression of the disease. They 
are used to positively identify the 
presence of listeria in a postmortem 
examination or necropsy.

Diagnosing the encephalitic form 
of listeriosis in goats is challenging, 
as the symptoms can appear very 
similar to polioencephalomacia 
(cerebrocortical necrosis) — or 
goat polio. Goat polio is a result of 
a vitamin deficiency, specifically 
thiamine, rather than bacteria, 
and as such is not contagious. 
It presents as uncoordinated 
staggering, excitability, stargazing, 
circling, diarrhea, tremors, head 
pressing, and apparent blindness. 
It progresses to convulsions and, 

untreated, results in death in 
24-72 hours. Kid goats are more 
susceptible to polio than adults.

Because of the similarities 
of the two goat diseases, 
it is recommended to treat 
animals for both.

Neurological symptoms are not 
necessarily indicative of listeriosis 
or polio. They can also be caused 
by toxins. It is important to know 
poisonous plants for goats and rule 
out the possibility of poisoning, 
which requires an entirely 
different course of treatment.

Abortions and diarrhea can also 
be attributed to other causes.

HOW IS LISTERIOSIS TREATED?
Treatment for listeriosis in goats 

is high doses of procaine penicillin 
every six hours until symptoms 
have disappeared. Sufficient doses 
are needed to cross the blood/brain 
barrier and deliver the antibiotic to 
the central nervous system. While 
the antibiotic is readily available 
over the counter, its use in goats is 
considered extra-labeled, requiring 
consultation with a veterinarian 
for proper usage and dosage.

Dexamethasone or Banamine, 
both requiring prescriptions, 
are administered to reduce the 
swelling of the brain. Be aware that 
Dexamethasone will cause abortion 
in pregnant does. Do not use 
Dexamethazone with Banamine, as 
it could cause fatal hemorrhaging.

Producers also use herbal 
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remedies in conjunction with 
pharmaceutical treatment. Usnea 
extract is made from a lichen 
that is believed to specifically 
target listeria bacteria. Thyme, 
oregano, rosemary, and garlic 
have also shown therapeutic 
effectiveness. Apple cider vinegar 
can help to acidify the rumen. 
While these may be effective 
as supportive treatments, they 
are not able to cross the blood/
brain barrier and alone cannot 
reverse the disease progression.

Intravenous administration 
of fluids and nutrition may also 
be necessary for animals that 
are severely compromised.

LISTERIOSIS PREVENTION
The best way to prevent listeriosis 

in goats is good hygiene and 
sanitation on the farm. Clean soiled 
feed bunks and water troughs 
often, to reduce the growth of mold. 

Keep wild birds away from where 
the herd feeds. Store feed properly.

Know what to feed goats. 
Do not feed goats silage unless 
you are very familiar with 
handling and storing it. Avoid 
wet, moldy hay and grain. Moist 
feeds formulated with molasses 
have a high incidence of mold, 
especially in hot weather. Do not 
feed grass clippings. Do not allow 
animals to graze boggy areas or 
close to the ground where the 
soil has a high pH. Do not feed 
rough, coarse feed that has a 
tendency to injure the mouth and 
predispose an animal to infection.

Protect the rumen balance of your 
goats. Stressors such as weaning, 
parasites, sudden weather changes, 
confinement, changes in herd 
structure, and abrupt changes in 
feed can alter the pH of the rumen, 
making it less acidic and giving 
the listeria bacteria an opportunity 
to grow. Polio is also triggered by 
changes in the rumen. Too much 
grain decreases the pH and leads 
to decreased thiamine production.

Isolate animals showing 
symptoms and use sterile 
precaution when treating. If a doe 
is shedding listeriosis, raise kids on 
a milk replacer or milk from a clean 
doe. In the event of death, submit 
the animal or aborted tissue to a 
lab for necropsy. A postmortem is 
the only way to determine the true 
cause of death so if other animals 
in the herd are affected, the proper 
treatment can be administered. 
If a postmortem cannot be done, 
dispose of the carcass by burning.

While you cannot eliminate 
the presence of listeria in the 
environment, you can limit the 
risk of introducing the bacteria 
and take precautions that will 
protect your goats from disease. 

The best way to prevent listeriosis in goats is 
good hygiene and sanitation on the farm. Clean 
soiled feed bunks and water troughs often, to 

reduce the growth of mold. Keep wild birds away 
from where the herd feeds. Store feed properly.

goat care 101 : : listeriosis
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Shearing the 
Pygora Goat  
for Mohair Fiber  
Collection
by JANET GARMAN 

fiber goats : : shearing the pygora goat

PART OF THE FUN OF OWNING A PYGORA 
goat is shearing day. Pygoras are one of the 
mohair goat breeds. Angora goats and various 

cashmere producing goats also produce mohair.
Twice a year, in spring and fall, you will harvest 

the fiber grown on your Pygora goat. This beautiful 
fiber is a renewable resource on your homestead. The 
mohair fiber can be curly locks similar to the Angora 
goats or more cashmere type fiber. Taking care while 
shearing the fiber will give you the best product. With 
Type C Pygora goats, you can choose to pluck the fiber 
instead of shearing. Plucking the fiber creates a higher 
quality product because it has less guard hair mixed in. 
However, you can shear any of the Pygora fiber types.

SHEARING A PYGORA GOAT — PREPARATIONS  
TO MAKE

Before shearing a Pygora goat, gather your 
necessary materials. The clippers, lead and halter, 
and bags for collecting the fiber should be close at 
hand. Use a goat stand or have someone hold the 
animal. Be prepared and keep the restrained time 
as short as possible. Before beginning, pick out any 

large, noticeable pieces of vegetable matter from 
the fleece. A blow dryer, with a cool air setting, can 
help blow out loose bits of hay and bedding.

I strongly recommend using a goat stand, milking 
stand, or homemade stand for shearing the fiber 
goat. Goats are fidgety animals. Restraining the 
goat's head helps keep it still. You can offer treats 
as you go, to sweeten the process. If you have a 
goat that tries to kick you the entire time you are 
shearing, hobbles on the back legs can be a help.

Before you begin shearing, check the goat 
over and become familiar with the location 
of the teats, wattles, penis, and testicles.

As I mentioned previously, Pygora goat fiber 
is classified as three types, A, B, and C. If you are 
interested in keeping the different types of fiber 
separate for processing, take note of what type of goat 
you are ready to shear. After the larger debris is picked 
from the coat, use a blow dryer to blow out smaller bits.

SCISSORS OR ELECTRIC CLIPPERS
Spring-loaded scissors, like the Fiskars brand, are 

a good tool for Pygora goat shearing. When we first 
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began shearing our own goats, we 
did it using the scissors. It is very 
time-consuming, however. The 
benefits of this method include 
being able to spend some quality 
time with each goat. They thrive on 
attention. They love to be loved! As 
our flock of goats grew, it became 
necessary to switch to electric 
clippers. If you only have a couple 
of fiber goats, you can shear with 
scissors and enjoy the process, 
while bonding with your goats.

Using electric clippers, such as 
the Shearmaster from Oster, finishes 
the job in much less time. The 
clippers take some getting used to, 
and maintaining the clippers is very 
important. It is easy to make second 
cuts using the clippers and end up 
with a lot of short unusable fiber.

SCISSORS OR CLIPPERS WITH 
GOAT RESTRAINED ON A STAND

To begin shearing with the goat 
secured on the stand, take the first 
swipe with the scissors or clippers. 
The first cut should be along the 
top line of the goat, from tail to 

shoulder area. Use long, smooth 
swipes with the clippers. Try to 
complete long, complete swipes 
first, and train yourself to not go 
back for a cleanup swipe until the 
entire goat is sheared. Try to avoid 
short, choppy clips, which will 
yield lots of short, unusable fiber. 
Keep the blades of the clippers or 
the scissors parallel to the body 
for the rest of the clip. After the 
top line cut, the rest of the cuts 
should be parallel to the top line, 
working from top to belly.

Do not pull the fiber away from 
the goat to shear. This often and 
easily leads to cuts on the skin. 
Follow along the lines of the 
animal's body but do not pull on 
the skin. After the fiber has been 
picked up and bagged, clean up any 
areas that still need to be trimmed.

Gather the clipped fiber and 
put it in the collection bag. The 
neck and chest should be sheared 
next. Much of this will be good 
fiber, too. I like to leave the beard 
on my goats if they have one.

FINISHING
Finish up the shearing. The britch 

area, belly, and lower legs are not 
usually processed into roving and 
yarn. The fiber is often stained, 
matted, felted, or short in length. Be 
sure to clip fiber from the armpits, 
too. Unlike sheep, goats can have 
armpit hair. Trim off the fiber 
around the ears and the top of the 
head. This fiber may be clean but 
short. It can be saved and used for 
stuffing things or used for doll hair.

Do not trim the hair at the end 
of the penis. This hair actually 
directs the stream of urine away 
from the body and is necessary.

USING THE SHEEP METHOD OF 
SHEARING

It is possible to shear your goats 
using the same method used by 
sheep shearers on wool yielding 
animals. When we have hired 
professional sheep shearers, most 
have used this method. It is quick 

My first attempts at shearing did not have 
great results. Fortunately, my goats forgave 
me, and I did improve my skills, over time.

Do not pull the fiber 
away from the goat 
to shear. This often 
and easily leads to 

cuts on the skin. 
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and the fiber is still collected 
as you would using the scissor 
method. The shearer starts by 
clearing the belly, inside lower legs, 
and britch area of fiber. Next, the 
body is shorn, from the belly to 
the top line, and repeated on the 
second side. The shearer finishes 
by clearing the front armpits, 
the head and neck area, and any 
bits of fiber that were missed.

A VARIATION OF THE  
TRADITIONAL METHOD

Another method that some 
shearers use on fiber goats is also 
used for shearing alpacas. The 
goat shearing is begun while the 
animal is held in the traditional 
position. After the belly, britch, 
and lower legs are shorn, the goat 
is placed on its side on a mat, and 
the feet are held in restraints. This 
lessens the chance of skin cuts 
because the goat is immobile. It is 
very quick. One side is sheared, 
the goat is flipped over, and 
the other side is completed.

PREPARING THE PYGORA GOAT 
FIBER FOR PROCESSING

Once you finish shearing, take 
the harvested fiber and spread it 
out on a skirting table. You can 
construct this type of table from 
a large rectangle of welded wire, 
secured to a wooden frame. The 
wire allows the short fibers and 
debris to drop from the fleece. 
Picking through the fiber is still 
necessary to remove short sections 
or second cuts, manure tags, felted 
sections and vegetable matter. 
Some Pygora goat owners like 
to keep record of the weight of 
the usable fiber from each goat.

Collecting the fiber in plastic 
bags is fine, but move it to cloth 
bags for long-term storage 
so the fiber can breathe.

Once you have your skirted fiber, 
you are ready to begin using it for 
crafts and clothing. Carding or 
combing the mohair will prepare it 
for spinning. Learning how to  

spin wool is a possible next step, 
although Pygora goat fiber can 
be a challenging roving to start 
spinning. Many people will blend 
in some heavier wool fiber to 
give the roving some more body 
and strength for spinning. Some 
possible blends are Romney/
Pygora or Merino/Pygora. If you 

are a more experienced spinner, 
spinning Pygora roving can yield 
a beautiful lace weight yarn. 
Pygora fiber also lends itself to 
felting projects. Mohair dyes easily 
and is a lasting beautiful fiber for 
many types of wool crafts.  
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MANY PEOPLE WHO keep dairy goats 
would love to offer their goat cheese for 
sale. But how easy (and legal) is this to 

do? Unfortunately, for most of us in the United 
States, not very. It may be easier to let people 
buy goat milk from you, but even that has its 
challenges and depends on what state you live in.

Folks are becoming increasingly aware of the 
many raw milk benefits and would love to get their 
hands on your delicious, nutritious, farm fresh milk. 
But whether or not you can legally sell the milk 
depends on what state you live in. In some states 
it is just illegal no matter what. In other states you 
can find raw milk right on the shelf of your local 
grocery store. In still other states, it is only legal 
through a raw milk CSA (community supported 
agriculture), also known as the herd share program. 
In these cases, you have the opportunity to “buy 
into” a herd of dairy animals and then pay a monthly 
fee to gain access to “your” animal’s raw milk. 
You can check with your state’s health department 
to  learn the laws and rules in your state.

Okay, so that’s milk. But what about offering your 
goat cheese for sale? Well, that gets even trickier and 
legal options for the home cheesemaker are even more 
limited. To my knowledge, the only state that allows 
the sale of homemade cheese is Wyoming, thanks to 
their relatively new Food Freedom Act. 

    At my cheesemaking school in Colorado, I’ve had  
quite a few students come down from Wyoming to  
learn about home cheesemaking, and then go back to  
their state and make a decent little income off their  
cottage industry. One such couple is Lindsey 
Washkoviak and Ben Elzay from Slow Goat Farm in  
Lander, Wyoming. 

I recently talked with Lindsey about their cheese 
business and here’s some of what she told me:

GJ: What kinds of dairy goats are you  
raising and why did you choose this breed?
LW: We raise Nigerian Dwarf and ND crosses because 
they have the richest, least “goaty” milk out of all 
goat breeds. They also have the highest butterfat 
and give good cheese yield. They are mini-goats so 
they give us a fraction of the milk of standard dairy 
goats. Its quality over quantity with these ladies!  
We also love their personalities and their size.

GJ: How long have you been making cheese?
LW: Ben and I devote our lives to the pursuit of food so 
it only seemed natural to try making our own cheese. 
We are self-taught cheese makers, originally learning 
from books and countless experiments for about six 
years now. We have also taken a local beginning 
cheesemaking course and a three day cheesemaking 
bootcamp from the Art of Cheese. We started off making 
cheese thanks to cow milk shares with local dairies. 

GOAT
 C

HEESE FOR SA
LE?

by KATE JOHNSON

And Can You Allow  
People to Buy Goat 

Milk from You?

goat milk & cheese : : selling cheese
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About the time the Food Freedom Act passed, someone 
offered us three goats. We figured we would try it out and 
started making goat cheese to sell at the local farmers market.

GJ: What is your top performing goat cheese for sale?
LW: Our bestselling cheeses are flavored chèvres and 
chèvre-derived products. We have experimented with 
hard cheeses but find it hard to price them adequately 
to cover the milk and time costs required to make them. 
We really enjoy making raw milk, mold ripened cheeses 
to share with the community. Most people don’t know 
that WY is the only state in the U.S. where you can buy 
real raw milk mold-ripened cheeses under 60 days old.

GJ: Where do you sell your cheese?
LW: We make and sell cheese out of our unlicensed, 
uninspected home kitchen thanks to the Food Freedom 
Act, which allows us to sell directly to informed consumers. 
This means we can sell directly to anyone for personal 
consumption but cannot sell to restaurants or through 
stores. Right now we sell our products at the Lander Valley 
Farmers Markets and through our email list. We hope to 
start selling at additional farmers markets across Wyoming.

GJ: How has the Food Freedom Act benefitted you?
LW: The Wyoming Food Freedom Act is the only reason 
why our business exists. It has given us the opportunity to 
try making/selling cheese to our community without the 
initial startup and infrastructure costs that go along with 
being a commercial dairy. We probably wouldn’t have even 
gotten goats if it wasn’t for the Food Freedom Act … how 
different would our life be! There are many businesses like 
us that have popped up in Wyoming thanks to the Act. It 
has really allowed our local food economy to diversify.

GJ: Do you know of any problems that consumers have 
had buying from unregulated cheesemakers?
LW: So far everything has worked out okay. The  
responsibility is placed on the consumers, the community,  
and the farmers markets to regulate each other.

Sounds pretty intriguing, doesn’t it? Almost makes me 
want to move to Wyoming! Of course, most of us DON’T 
live in a state where we can legally sell homemade cheese, 
so the other option to offer goat cheese for sale is to become 
a regulated micro-dairy. This is a much more involved 
and expensive option, but it does allow one to sell cheese 
to a much wider audience and is an option in all the 
rest of the states that don’t have a Food Freedom Act. 

Another student of mine went this route. After taking 
almost all of my classes, Suanne Miller and her husband, 
Dave, sold their Boulder home, bought a herd of Nubian and 
Saanen dairy goats, and moved to a small farm in Paonia, 
Colorado where they have recently opened Western Culture 
Farmstead & Creamery – A USDA Grade A micro-dairy. 

Suanne with the goats at Western Culture.

Lindsey with a wheel of homemade cheese.

Western Culture Farmstead Creamery cheese.
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    For any of you considering 
this option, here are some 
tips from Suanne:

GJ: How long did it take to get 
your facility built and licensed?
SM: It took two and a half years 
from the purchase of our farm to 
licensing and then a few more 
months until we were in production.

GJ: What was the approximate 
cost to get it all up and running?
SM: Our equipment for the dairy 
and creamery was about $50K and 
the building construction cost ran 
about $70K. By the time we put in 
the barn, fencing, hay fields, and 
new septic system, our total costs 
were up around $250K (yikes!).

GJ: What’s been the biggest 
challenge?
SM: The hardest thing is not having 
enough money. The long days 
can get tough. Losing a goat is 
heart wrenching. Keeping up with 
packaging can be a challenge.

GJ: What’s been the best part of 
running a micro-dairy?
SM: What I love most is being able 
to see my concept take shape 
and become a reality. I also love 
doing farm tours with school 
kids and seeing their surprise at 
how much they love the milk and 
cheese. The reception from our 

community has been wonderful 
— we sell out of cheese and milk 
regularly. One of my biggest sellers 
is Dark Chocolate Almond Goat 
Milk. I also really love goats.

GJ: What advice would you have 
for a hobby goat owner wh o 
is considering getting into the 
cheese-selling business?
SM: My advice to hobby 
cheesemakers who want to sell 
is to connect with CSA outlets 
and develop a CSA market and 
also to register with their state’s 
raw milk registry (if they have 
one). Also to have a separate 
space that they could develop 
as a cheesemaking kitchen if 
they plan to market and sell it.

So, if you have the time and 
money, that is the legal way to 
offer your goat cheese for sale. 
Of course, there is always option 
#3: the black market! Now I’m 
not advocating breaking the 
law or doing anything unsafe 
or unsavory, but the fact of the 
matter is that many folks who 
own a dairy goat farm DO help 
to offset the cost of owning goats 
by having goat cheese for sale to 
their friends and neighbors “under 
the table.” Whether or not this is a 
good idea is not for me to say. But 
if you are making goat cheese, you 
sure can’t eat it all yourself!  

• 2 SIZE FEEDERS
• RESPECTS NATURAL FEEDING HABITS
• MIXES MILK ON DEMAND
• USE ANY KIND OF MILK POWDERED REPLACER
• LOW COST!
• HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS!
•• NO WASTE

Biooc Industries is commiied to the development of 
products that reduce the workload of farmers while 
helping to increase their profits.

LAC-TEK LAMB & KID FEEDERS 

CALL US TODAY!
(931) 437-2514 www.biooc.com

KATE JOHNSON runs a 
cheesemaking school 
at www.theartofcheese.
com, raises dairy goats at 
www.briargatefarm.com, 
and is an active volunteer 
with the Boulder County 
4-H program. She’s also a 
member of the Colorado 
Dairy Goat Association.
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The Secret Life of Rodeo Goats
by THERESA MILLER

secret life of goats : : rodeo goats

WHAT IS LIFE LIKE FOR RODEO GOATS? 
Imagine being a young goat, old enough to 
leave your mother, curious about life, and 

ready for all the adventure a young goat could hope 
for. These goats spend one season, spring through 
fall, traveling to new locations, receiving a lot of 
attention, and getting their legs tied together. A lot.

The rodeo goats arrive at the location the day 
before the event. They are put in a pen with food 
and water and allowed to settle in and acclimate. 
The only event in junior and high school rodeo 
involving goats is goat tying. This event is the girls' 
equivalent to calf roping or tie down roping.

Bailey Jo Griener has been involved in rodeo since 

she was two years old. She had tied goats for 12 years. 
"I don't really know how humane it would be to rope 
a goat off a horse,” she said. “I mean you're looking 
at a 1,200 pound animal vs. a 40- to 60-pound animal. 
Your tying calves are 200 pounds and can handle that."

DURING THE RODEO
When it is time for the rodeo goat to be used, a 

handler leads it into the arena. They tie the goat to a 
10-foot rope in the middle of the arena then hold it 
until a flag starts the time. That's when the fun begins. 
The contestant rides her horse full speed into the 
arena. She jumps off and starts running right before 
she reaches the goat. She grabs the goat, flips it over, 
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crosses at least three of its legs and 
ties them together with a leather 
thong, pigging string, or rope.

According to the National High 
School Rodeo Association's rule 
book, "Contestant must string a 
front leg and then cross and tie 
any three legs with a pigging 
string. There must be at least 
one wrap around all three legs 
and finished with a half hitch or 
hooey. A hooey is a half hitch with 
a loop, the tail of the string may 
be partly or all the way pulled 
through." The timer stops when 
she raises her hands to signal 
she is done. The contestant then 
steps away and the goat has six 
seconds to try to free its legs. The 
entire run happens very quickly. 

In state or local rodeos, there is a 
one-minute time limit. The limit 
in national rodeo is 30 seconds.

THE CONTESTANTS
In Junior Rodeo, 6th through 

8th grade, both boys and girls 
participate in goat tying. In High 
School Rodeo, 9th through 12th 
grade, only girls can compete. There 
are no goat tying competitions in 
the PRCA rodeo. Most kids that 
compete have at least one or two 
goats at home to practice with.

Goat tying is a physically 
demanding sport. "Girls that 
are tying the fast times, that are 
winning rodeos, are jumping off of 
their horse while it's still running 
at a high rate of speed," said 

Before you get worried that 
these goats are having the 
worst summer of their lives, 
know that there are rules in 

place to protect rodeo goats.
Cowboy clown carries a goat after a rodeo event.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Some people believe using goats 
in rodeo is cruel. The American 
Humane Association (AHA) used to 
campaign against rodeo through 
anti-rodeo literature but changed 
its strategy in the 1950s and began 
working with rodeo to establish 
rules to ensure the humane treat-
ment of livestock. People who work 
with goats in rodeo say the goats 
are happy and well cared for. They 
show no signs of trauma or distrust 
of humans. So far the goats them-
selves have declined to comment.
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Bailey Jo. "They don't generally 
stop their horse and then get off, 
so you have to think of your leg 
hitting the ground going, you 
know, 20 miles an hour. It's pretty 
rough on your knees." There is 
a good chance, if you watch a 
rodeo, you will see a girl not get 
her feet under her correctly and 
face-plant. They jump right up 
and continue the competition.

PROTECTING THE GOATS
Before you get worried that 

these goats are having the worst 
summer of their lives, know that 
there are rules in place to protect 
rodeo goats. When not being tied, 
they can only be handled by their 
contractor or someone who works 
for the rodeo. During the event, a 
handler stands with the rodeo goats 
to help with their safety and well-

being. In state and local rodeos, 
each goat can only be tied five 
times per day. For national, they 
can only be tied once a day. The 
contractor must provide extra goats 
in case one gets sick or injured.

To help make sure these rules are 
followed, the goats are numbered 
so they can be easily identified. 
Usually the numbers appear on 
plastic ear tags in each ear, but in 
small rodeos can be painted on each 
side. Their horns are capped and 
if the horns are long, athletic tape 
is wrapped around each horn and 
then back and forth between them 
for the safety of the contestants.

Bailey Jo's brother, TJ Griener, 
owner of Stone Ranch Goat 
Productions, says he treats his 
goats as athletes themselves. He 
says good clean alfalfa and good 
treatment help them be strong 

FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION
You can watch goat  
tying at any junior or high 
school rodeo. If you want 
to get your child involved, 
contact the American  
Junior Rodeo Association 
at www.ajra.org,  
the National High School 
Rodeo Association at  
www.nhsra.com, 
or your local rodeo.

In Junior Rodeo,  
6th through 8th 

grade, both boys 
and girls participate 

in goat tying.  
In High School  

Rodeo, 9th through 
12th grade, only 

girls can compete. 

secret life of goats : : rodeo goats
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enough to take being hauled 
around. TJ's goal is to have the 
most even pens of goats at every 
rodeo. That means all the rodeo 
goats are the same weight, size, and 
breed. According to the National 
High School Rodeo Association, 
"Goats shall be uniform in size 
and breed with a weight limit of 
40 to 60 pounds per goat. Pygmy 
goats are not allowed to be used in 
the goat tying event." TJ provides 
the goat types Boer, Spanish, and 
Kiko to about 12 events a year.

OTHER EVENTS
The only National High School 

Rodeo event involving goats is 
goat tying. Outside the official 
rodeo arena, TJ's goats sometimes 
participate in jackpot events based 
on the original ranch rodeos from 
America's homestead heritage. 
These often feature goat roping 
and goat branding. Goat roping 
uses a team roping format, but 
the contestants are on foot. Goat 
brandings are like the ranch rodeo 
event for cows. People compete 
to see how fast they can catch the 
animal and press a brand to its 
side. The brand is not heated and is 
dipped in paint so it will show up. 
Like the ropings, brandings with 
goats are done on foot to prevent 
injury to the goats. Most of these 
events require an entrance fee and 
give cash or prizes to the winners.

Cowboy Relief Roping sponsors 
such events to raise money for 
medical bills for working cowboys/
cowgirls and their families. 

Their spokesperson told me, 
"We switched it up last year to a 
'Wild Goat Milking' for kids 12 
and under. Teams of three and go 
into the herd, rope the goat, and 
milk it. The kids have to remove 
the ropes and run the milk to the 
judges for time. Fastest times win 
prizes. For the five and under 
kids, we have an adult rope a goat 
and hold it at a distance and the 
little kids are supposed to get a 
ribbon off the tail of the goat and 
run it to the judge for time."

THE BUSINESS SIDE
How do you contract your goats? 

TJ realized he had everything he 
needed to be a stock contractor: 
bulls, broncs, steers, and calves, but 
most importantly goats. It seemed 
to him that most contractors didn't 
care much about goat tying, so 
rodeo goats were hard to find. In 
some areas, rodeos have to use 
separate contractors for goats. TJ 
bid out his services with a buddy 
that was already in the business. 
That began his dream career. He 
tries to have fresh goats at every 
rodeo. After their rodeo goat 
career, they are used as weed-
eating goats until they are about 
70 pounds. Most Boer does will be 
used for breeding and the wethers 
and bucks sold off. To anyone 
wanting to get into the business, 
he says, "Make sure your pen is 
even weight, size, and breed ... 
and always remember you have to 
spend money to make money."  

THERESA MILLER lives in a small ranching 
town in Idaho, where she and her husband 
own and operate a small engine repair shop 
called Cycles, Sleds & Saws. Her spare time 
is divided between reading, writing, cooking, 
gardening, picking huckleberries, and learning 
new things. Her favorite hobby is talking to 
people about things they are passionate about.
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www.houseofbacchuspetsupplies.com

Adjustable and comes in a variety of sizes to 
accomodate bucks of all breeds and ages. 

Made of durable, water-resistant fabric. 
Weighted and will center itself as  

the goat moves.

A Well-Made 
Fence Brings 

Peace of Mind!

countrysidenetwork.com
970-392-4419

by Gail Damerow

154 pgs, $16.95 + S&H
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BREED: Hawaiian Ibex is not a true Ibex, 
but rather a feral goat, also known as the 
Hawaiian feral goat or Spanish goat.

ORIGIN: Goats were first released on the Hawaiian 
Islands by Captain James Cook and his crew during 
their third and final voyage of discovery in the 
Pacific. English goats from the British King George 
III were carried on board as gifts to islanders. Goats 
from African ports were also taken on board as food 
provisions. On discovering the Hawaiian Islands in 
1778, Cook gifted one male and two female goats 
to islanders on Ni‘ihau. On his return in 1779 he 
released an unspecified number into the wild at 
Kealakekua Bay on Hawai‘i Island. The idea was to 
populate the island with a food source for sailors on 
future expeditions. Cook was killed during this final 
visit. However, British Captain Vancouver explored 
the islands in 1792 and introduced one male and 
one female to Kaua‘i. The islanders cared for these 
animals and used them for meat, milk, and skin. They 
reproduced rapidly and some escaped into inaccessible 
terrain, founding wild colonies on seven islands.

HISTORY: With no natural predators, an 
unoccupied habitat covered in rich and diverse 
vegetation, and a mild climate, the goat population 

rapidly multiplied. Goats were so prolific that 
in 1850 islanders exported 25,519 goat skins. 

Indigenous vegetation has no natural protection 
against the ravages of herbivore foraging and 
trampling, and local flora soon lost out to foreign 
invasive species that had already evolved defenses 
to herbivores. Goats preferred the tender indigenous 

BREED PROFILE: 

Hawaiian Ibex

On discovering the  
Hawaiian Islands in 1778,  

Cook gifted one male and two  
female goats to islanders on Ni‘ihau.  

On his return in 1779 he released 
an unspecified number into the 

 wild at Kealakekua Bay 
on Hawai‘i Island.

by TAMSIN COOPER

Ibex goat buck on Hawai‘i Island. Photo by Guy Courtemanche/Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

breed profile : : hawaiian ibex
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species to exotic ones, and local plant life and 
wildlife habitats were soon endangered. This was 
compounded by erosion caused by goat hooves. 
Although most introduced species have contributed to 
this effect, goats are considered the most destructive.

Conservationists and national parks have attempted 
to eradicate goats through total culls, but have come 
into conflict with hunters who wish to ensure a 
continual supply of game. Where national parks and 
private ranches have no fenced boundaries, it has 
been impossible to keep goats out of the parks. In 
the 1970s, in Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park, areas 
were fenced off to allow local plants to regrow and 
goats were driven from these areas. The most elusive 
goats were difficult to eliminate and were coaxed out 
of hiding in the 1980s by “Judas goats,” tame animals 
with radio collars that joined herds so that they could 
be located, caught, or shot. Finally, fenced areas 
were goat-free and could allow managed recovery 
of native plants. However, invasive vegetation out-
competes native flora. Biologists suggest a close study 
of the interaction between grazers and vegetation to 
maximize use of nonnative animals to control invading 
foreign plants, as well as expanding fencing plans.

The eruption of Kilauea in May 2018 is unlikely to 
effect the feral goat population, which tends to inhabit 
higher areas. 
 

Ibex goat kids on Maui Island.  
Photo by Forest and Kim Starr of Starr Environmental/Flickr CC BY 3.0

With no natural  
predators, an  

unoccupied habitat  
covered in rich and  

diverse vegetation, and 
a mild climate,  

the goat population  
rapidly multiplied.  

Goats were so  
prolific that in 1850 
islanders exported 
25,519 goat skins.

CONSERVATION STATUS: None. The breed is not  
recognized or protected.

BIODIVERSITY: Their origin suggests old English 
Milchgoat ancestry, which is near extinction in the 
UK. However, British ports welcomed exotic breeds 
from trading nations, and crossbreeding started to 
occur around ports during the 18th century. On the 
other hand, gifts for islanders were supposedly taken 
from the king’s English stock. In addition, there may 
have been crossbreeding with goats taken on board at 
a stop-over on the Cape of Good Hope, South Africa, 
and possibly other ports. As an isolated population 
which has quickly adapted to new environments, 
Hawaiian feral goats probably represent a unique 
gene pool, in the same way that Arapawa and San 
Clemente Island goats have conserved singular genetic 
resources from their distant ancestry. Important 
genes that are lost to the predominant commercial 
population may be conserved in this population. 
Genetic studies would be required to confirm this. 
Local adaptation provides hardy traits that may be 
of value to the future of the islands’ livestock.

STANDARD DESCRIPTION: Small, hardy, agile, 
and adaptable; short, shiny coat; no wattles. Males 
have beards. Both sexes bear horns, although they 
are much larger in males. Males have either the 
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Ibex goat does on Hawai‘i Island. Photo by Guy Courtemanche/Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

breed profile : : hawaiian ibex

curved-back “Ibex”-style horns 
or swept-out “Spanish”-type 
horns, hence the popular names 
among hunters of Hawaiian 
“Ibex” for those that curve straight 
backwards and “Spanish” goat 
for those that curve outwards. 
However, both styles were known 
in the old English breed.

COLORING: Mainly solid black or 
various shades of brown, but some 
goats bear markings or patches.

HEIGHT TO WITHERS: Females 
14–36 inches/average 24 inches 
(35–91 cm/average 62 cm); males 
16–36 inches/average 26 inches 
(40–92 cm/average 66 cm)*.

WEIGHT: Females 35–100 pounds/
average 66 pounds (16–45 kg/
average 30 kg); males 45–105 
pounds/average 70 pounds 
(20–47 kg/average 32 kg)*. 

TEMPERAMENT: Active, agile, 
curious, friendly, and easy to 
handle when tamed, and low-
maintenance. 

POPULAR USE: Islanders 
traditionally keep them for milk 
and meat. Small homesteads also 
employ them for jungle clearance, 
as they are adept at accessing 
difficult terrain. Hunters maintain 
populations on private ranches 
for sport. Hunting vacations 
constitute a tourist trade.

ADAPTABILITY: Highly adapted 
to a variety of environments in a 
mild climate. Especially suited to 
difficult terrain and inaccessible 
locations. Repeated culls have 
probably selected for the most 
secretive and wary survivors.

QUOTES: “The Hawaiian Ibex is 
nothing like our domestic packers 
and dairy goats. They are quick and 
curious, agile and sharp. They are 
a joy to watch and sweet in their 
interactions. Watching them grow 
side-by-side offers a fascinating 
compare and contrast with our 
packers. We are enjoying every 
step of their bouncy little journey 
and we love the well-managed 
Hawaiian Ibex! … Amazing 

creatures and useful animals; 
although good management is 
key!” Julie LaTendresse, Goat 
With the Flow, Puna, Hawai‘i.  

¯

SOURCES:
Goat with the Flow: https://
goatwiththeflow.wordpress.com

Bonsey, W.E., 2011. Goats in 
Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park: a 
story to be remembered. Unpublished 
report to the National Park Service.

Chynoweth, M., Lepczyk, C.A., 
Litton, C.M. and Cordell, S. 2010. 
Feral goats in the Hawaiian Islands: 
understanding the behavioral 
ecology of nonnative ungulates with 
GPS and remote sensing technology. 
In Proceedings of the 24th Vertebrate 
Pest Conference (pp. 41-45).

Yocom, C.F. 1967. Ecology of 
feral goats in Haleakala National 
Park, Maui, Hawaii. American 
Midland Naturalist, pp.418-451.

*measurements from Haleakala 
National Park, Maui, in 
1947 and 1963/4

¯
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Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of  
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!

Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds,  farm name, 
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.

ALPINE

Breeders Directory

LAMANCHA

NIGERIAN DWARF

MINI NUBIAN

Colorado

RANCHO-SNOWFALL, Dr. James Haught, DVM, Eliza-
beth, CO. 970-420-4133. <haughtdvm@gmail.com> 
<www.ranchosnowfall.com> Award winning Alpines, 
Saanens & LaManchas. CAE, CL, Johne’s negative.

Iowa

D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., Coggon, 
IA 52218. 319-350-5819. <rranch@iowatelecom.net> 
Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings–selling 200 head 
annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine, Saanen.

MA’S ACRES, Judith Nayen, 9398 NE 100th Ave. 
Bondurant, IA 50035. 515-250-4836. <jlnayeri@gmail.
com> Alpine. Quality show and production doelings, 
yearlings, bucklings.

Kansas

PUCKETTS ALPINE GOATS, Elaine Puckett, Council 
Grove, Kansas. 620-767-5728. <www.puckettsalpines.
com> CAE & CL free, LA & DHIA.

SARAH B’S ALPINES, Mark & Coraleen Bunner, Pfeifer, 
Kansas. 785-735-9562. <www.shepherdsgate.net> 
<shepgate@ruraltel.net> Raising quality dairy goats 
for milk and show.

Missouri

KRAUSE FARMS, Jessica Krause, 4627 SW 
Maple Rd, Maysville, MO 64469. 816-724-1834  
<aaronleonkrause@gmail.com><krausefarmsalpines.
webstarts.com> Alpine, French and American. CAE, CL 
Neg, Herd tested annually.

Montana

JL LAZY D GOATS, Jerry & Lori Donaldson, 4170 
Eastside Hwy., Stevensville, MT 59870. 406-218-8853. 
<JLLazyD@outlook.com> French Alpine. Buck service 
available.

Ohio

TRANQUIL VALLEY DAIRY, Henry Raber, 55749 TR 87, 
Fresno, OH 43824. 330-897-0306. Alpine & Saanen.

Vermont

LAZY LADY FARM REGISTERED ALPINES, 802-744-
6365. <laini@lazyladyfarm.com> <www.lazyladyfarm.
com> 25 years of breeding for performance and stature. 
2300 herd average on 45 does. DHIR testing. CAE and 
CL free with annual testing. Records available. Pastured 

May to Nov. We produce our own organic hay. Award 
winning cheese operation. Bucks are from Mamm-Key 
Farm, Tempo Aquila Farm and Redwood Hills. Kidding 
season in March. Discounts for group purchases. www.
lazyladyfarm.com

Washington

BELLE-CHEVRE FRENCH AND AMERICAN ALPINES, 
Ardell Ainsworth, 238 Patit Rd., Dayton, WA 99328. 509-
382-8950. <mountaindell6@gmail.com> Alpine.

Wyoming

ALPENTHAL’S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Miller, 430 Bea-
ver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY 82729. 307-283-2364. 
<tmiller@rangeweb.net> <www.alphenthalsdairygoats.
net> Registered American Alpine.

Kansas

SHEPHERD’S GATE LAMANCHAS, Mark & Co-
raleen Bunner, Pfeifer, Kansas. 785-735-9562.  
<www.shepherdsgate.net> <shepgate@ruraltel.net> 
Raising quality dairy goats for milk and show.

Kentucky

OLDHAM FAMILY FARMS, Darrell & Theresa Oldham, 
2883 Sweeney Ln, Pleasureville, KY 40057. 859-588-
8625. <darrell@oldhamfamilyfarms.com> LaMancha 
dairy goats. 

Texas

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
LaManchas. Also Nubians. 

Washington

FIR MEADOW LAMANCHAS, HERBS & ALPACAS, 
Jerry & Kat Drovdahl, PO Box 324, Carlsborg, WA 98324. 
Phone: 360-683-8998. <www.firmeadowllc.com> 

K–n–H RANCH, Heather Janke, 509-235-6564. 
<knhranch@yahoo.com>  <http://knhgoats.tripod.com> 
Purebred LaMancha & Nubian Dairy Goats. All Natural 
Goat Milk Soaps.

North Carolina

TANBRIT TINY GOATS, Sarah Jinnah, 1765 Gyro Dr., 
Winston Salem, NC 27127. 336-788-2454. <sjjinnah@
hotmail.com> <www.tanbrittinygoats.com> MiniNubians 
& Nigerian Dwarfs.

Illinois

TWO DOGS FARMS, Ann Alecock, Emilie & Adelaide 
Norzagaray, 1069 Township Rd. 1950E, Smithshire, 

IL 61478. 319-572-4105. <aalecock@yahoo.com>  
<www.twodogsfarms.com> Registered Nigerian Dwarf 
with superior genetics. 

Indiana

CU AT LIL’ RED BARN, Margot Cassel, 7501 N. Nebo 
Rd., Muncie, IN 47304. 765-730-0145, 765-730-4331. 
<cuatlilredbarn@gmail.com> <www.lilredbarngoats.
com> 

Iowa

HILLTOP SUNSET FARMS, Tom Burrow & Sheri 
Clarke, PO Box 115, Clemont, IA 52135. 563-321-1999. 
<docgonoz@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf.

RIPLEYFARMS, Robin Ripley, 2377-270th St., Clarinda, 
IA, 51632. 712-582-3579 <robinripley0@gmail.com. 
Registered Nigerian Dwarfs.

Missouri

Bolles Painted Acres, Jennifer Bolles, 409 SE 600th 
Rd, Warrensburg, MO, 64093. 660-747-1909.  
<bpaintac@iland.net> <www.bollespaintedacres.
com> 

New Mexico

SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio 
Bravo, White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485. 
<seldom@concentric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.
com> Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the 
small homestead.

South Dakota

CARL B’S FARM, Julie & Ron Kolbeck, Salem, South 
Dakota. 605-247-3220. <www.carlbsfarm.com>  
Nigerian Dwarf, American Alpine & Mini-Alpine. Healthy 
herd. Excellent bloodlines.

Texas

JOBI NIGERIANS, Joanne B. Jelke, 4603 Beckermann 
Rd., Brenham, TX 77833. 979-836-9303. DHIR Nigerian, 
Alpine & Saanen dairy goats.

Arkansas

JSW FARMS, LLC. Sara White,  Yel lv i l le .  
<www.everydaygoatmilksoap.com> ADGA Nubian.  
Producing high quality and quantity milk through genet-
ics. DHIA available. Herd of 7 Nigerian goats for sale.

OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 1348 Waller 
Rd., Bee Branch, AR 72013. 870-974-1466.  
< o w l r i d g e f a r m @ w i n d s t r e a m . n e t >  
<www.owl-ridge-farm.com> Nubians.

California

HOLY MONASTERY OF THE THEOTOKOS,  
Mother Markella or Sister Isadora, PO Box 549, Dun-
lap, CA 93621. 559-338-3110. <marie@eliades.net>  
Purebred Nubians. Beautiful, heavy milkers. Kids 
available. 

NUBIAN
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SAANEN TOGGENBURG

PYGORA
Colorado

JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207, 
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

Iowa

MY COUNTRY GIRLS, Barb Oliver, 2916 E Ave., 
Northboro, IA 51647. 712-370-6023 <wbmyers@
iamotelephone.com> <mycountrygirlsstore.com> 
Nubian, Saanen.

Minnesota

New York

TRIPLE F FARM, Mark Geracitano, 5 Jordan Ln., Nas-
sau, NY 12123. 518-766-7607. <Tripleffarm1@aol.com> 
CAE, CL, & Johnes negative. Buck service available. 
https://m.facebook.com/tripleffarm1 Other services: 
Disbudding, Tattooing, Hoof Trimming.

Oregon

ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary, 3747 
Lincoln Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713. 541-889-4063.  
<acehi@q.com> CAE & CL free, milk & show. Nu-
bians.

R R RESOURCES, Yvonne Roberts, PO Box 809, 
Merlin, OR 97532. 541-479-3159. <rycj@yahoo.com>  
<www.rrresources.com> Purebred, American & re-
corded grade Nubians. DHIR, LA, Show, bred to milk, 
good butterfat and longevity.

Tennessee

DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 1701 Saun-
dersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. 615-943-5709. 
<zaddie@bellsouth.net> <www.DavisRunNubians.
com> Purebred Nubian Dairy Goats. 

Texas

i2iacres, Greg & BJ Irvin, 1584 VZ CR 4909, Ben 
Wheeler, TX 75754. 817-312-4028. <girvin@i2iacres.
com> <www.i2iacres.com> Nubian dairy goats. 

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
Nubians. Also LaManchas. 

Idaho

EDEN CREAMERY - GOSHEN FARM, Cassie Dayan, 
9068 Kuna Rd., Kuna, ID 83634. 201-869-5627. 
<cassiedayton@msn.com> <www.edencreamery.
com> Oberhasli.

California

BUTT-HEAD PACK GOATS & EQUIPMENT, Den-
nis Willingham, PO Box 333, Rough & Ready, CA 
95975. 530-432-0946. <bhpackgoats@hotmail.com> 
<www.buttheadpackgoats.com> Halters designed just 
for goats, saddles, panniers, goat coat/pack covers.

Oregon

HAWKS MTN RANCH PYGORA GOATS, Lisa Roskopf, 
51920 SW Dundee Rd., Gaston, OR 97119. 503-539-
0295. <lisa@hawksmtnranch.com> <www.hawksmtn 
ranch.com> Pygora fleece goats. CAE/CLA negative. 

Arizona

SPRINGFIELD OAKS, Elizabeth Henning, 6670 S. Bas-
com Trl., Willcox, AZ 85643. 602-819-7231. <erhenning@
hotmail.com> <http://springfield-oaks-saanens.com>

Delaware

RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson, 
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE 19951. 
302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com> Saanens.

New York

ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144 
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179. 
<myrrhbearers@aol.com>  <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested 
free for CAE, Brucillosis.

Oregon

SATORI FARMS, ADGA Breed Leader 2012 , 
2013, 2014, & 2016. Angelia Gregg, Cave Junc-
tion, Oregon. 541-218-2295. <satorifarms@frontier.
com> <www.satorifarmsaanens.com> American  
and Grade Saanens. CAE & CL free. LA. DHIR. 

Pennsylvania

WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells 
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606. 
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas & 
Grades. CAE Free.

Virginia

PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear 
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331. 
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

Michigan

CEDAR PONDS, Heidi E. Stucki, DVM, Galesburg, 
Michigan <cedarpondsirie@gmail.com> Spanish 
breeding bucks for sale. Bloodlines: Smoke Ridge, 
Weinheimer, Sawyer.

Iowa

DRY CREEK ACRES, Joe Skoda & Melissa 
O’Rourke, 1849 Whitetail Rd., Decorah, IA 52101. 
712-470-3289. <drycreekacres@hotmail.com>  
<www.drycreekacres.com> Toggenburgs. Home of the 
2011 and 2012 Junior National Champions.

Pennsylvania

WINDY HILLS FARM, JoAnne Geshinsky & family, 268 
Country Ln., West Newton, PA 15089. 724-872-1288. 
<whbarrelracing9296@verizon.net> Breeder Bucks. 
Toggenburgs, Nubians.

Colorado

W A LT Z ’ S  A R K ,  P O  B o x  3 6 8 ,  D e l -
ta ,  CO 81416.  <admin@natura la rk .com>  
< w w w. n a t u r a l a r k . c o m >  W h e r e  Av e r a g e  
Just Won’t Do! Naturally raised Oberhasli,  
Nigerian Dwarf, Boer. No chemicals, no nonsense! 
Great pedigrees, great milkers!

Virginia

SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln., 
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,  
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs. 

Wisconsin

C A R E Y ’ S  B R I A R W O O D  FA R M ,  C a r -
ey Family, Stratford, Wisconsin. 715-572-1207.  
<goatfarmers4@hotmail.com> Nubians, Saanen, 
LaMancha, Nigerian.

OBERHASLI

PACK GOATS

SPANISH

VARIOUS

The Backyard GoaT

Pulling carts around the farm or serving as loyal pack 
animals, goats are naturally hardworking and make for 
friendly companions. This straightforward guide teaches 
you how to choose, house, feed, train, and breed the best 
goats for your space and needs. Whether you want to 
churn out fresh dairy products, harvest soft cashmere for 
knitting, or keep goats as playful pets, The Backyard Goat 
makes it easy to enjoy the benefits of owning goats, with 
no experience necessary. 215 pages, $16.95 + S&H

970-392-4419 • countrysidenetwork.com/shop

An Introductory Guide to  
Keeping Productive Pet Goats
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Associations

Goat Journal Advertising Form • Next Deadline: Sept 24, 2018

Feel free to use a separate sheet of paper

Please type or print legibly and indicate the words you 
would like in bold or capital letters.  

• Don’t forget to count your name, address, 
 phone number and e-mail if it is part of your ad.  

• 10 word minimum. Ads under 10 words  
will be charged $10. 

Mail to: Goat Journal Breeders/Classifieds, 
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451  
or E-mail: csyadvertising@tds.net

www.CountrysideNetwork.com
1-715-748-1388 • Fax: 1-715-785-7414

Number of words _____ x $1.00 =                         $_______

Words in all CAPITALS _____x 25¢ =                  $_______

Words in bold _____x 25¢ =                                  $_______

X No. of issues you want your ad to run: _____ = $_______

Payment enclosed (U.S. funds):                              $_______

Liner Classified:
Your Name:

Address: 

City, State,  Zip:

Classification:

E-mail:

Ad:

Display Breeders/Classified (1" & 2" sizes):
SPECIAL OFFER: FREE Color! ($20 Value Per Issue)

1x - 2x=$30 per inch, per issue
3x - 5x=$28 per inch, per issue
       6x=$25 per inch, per issue

E-mail:  csyadvertising@tds.net  

or call:  1-715-748-1388

Use pictures, 
logo and color!

FREE Ad Design!

Classification:

Your Farm Name:

Your Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

E-mail:

Website:

Breed(s):

Additional Words $1 each per year:

Liner Breeders Directory:

Directory listing (6 issues):                           $40.00
Additional words ($1 each):
Total Amount Enclosed (US): 

Alabama

MYOTONIC GOAT REGISTRY 
(Fainting), 3174 Valley Ford Rd., 
Adger, AL 35006. 205-425-5954. 
<myotonicgoatregistry@yahoo.com> 
<www.myotonicgoatregistry.net> 

California

T H E  M I N I A T U R E  G O A T 
REGISTRY(TMGR) Supporting breed-
ers and owners of the mini-dairy 
breeds. Shows, conformation clinics, 
milk production. www.tmgronline.com. 
619-417-0989

Georgia

GEORGIA DAIRY GOAT BREEDERS—
newsletter, meetings, shows & speaker 
program. All breeds welcome. Secretary: 
John Latimer, 1540 McRee’s Mill Rd., 
Watkinsville, GA 30677. 706-769-9460. 
Visit us at www.gdgba.org 

Washington

ALPINES INTERNATIONAL CLUB, Wil 
Keech, Secretary/Treasurer. 402-326-
8232. <aic.secretary.treasurer@gmail.
com> <www.alpinesinternationalclub.
com>

Washington

MINIATURE DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIA-
TION– Premier registry for crosses of 
Nigerian Dwarf and standard dairy goat 
breeds. Now registering Purebred Nigeri-
ans. <www.miniaturedairygoats.net>

West Virginia

OBERHASLI BREEDERS OF AMERICA, 
Ben Peterson, Secy./Treas., 8580 
S Cherry Ave., Fresno, CA 93725.  
<petesakeoberhasl i@gmail.com>  
<www.oberhasli.webs.com>

Wisconsin

AMERICAN LAMANCHA CLUB,  
D e b  M a c k e ,  S e c r e t a r y / Tr e a -
surer, N3690 Elmwood Rd., Hawk-
ins,  WI 54530.  715-563-0052.  
<raintreelamanchas@gmail.com> 
<www.lamanchas.com>
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goat journal : : coming attractions

S T A Y  T U N E D !

THE NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018 ISSUE OF GOAT JOURNAL 
STARTS OFF THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND GETS US READY 
FOR WINTER! GRAB OUR NEXT ISSUE FOR STORIES ON: 

• What to know about keeping 
goats in cold weather. 

• The International Dairy Goat 
Registry has a new owner 
and positive changes. 
Here’s what to expect. 

• How to build goat-friendly 
housing. 

• Keeping caprines safe from 
the largest predators.

• Is that Christmas tree toxic? 

• Holiday goat and cheese 
recipes from different cultures. 

• Making goat milk caramels, 
hard aged cheeses, and 
blending fibers for yarn. 

• Plus: Katherine’s Caprine 
Corner, Secret Life of Goats, a 
Breed Profile of the Australian 
Cashmere goat, and more!

Congratulations to Carolyn Troy for winning the  
reader contest from the May/June 2018 issue. 

Enjoy your hat, Carolyn!
W I N N E R !

 “This  picture  was  colored  
by  my  9-year-old  daughter,  

Hadassah.  She  spoils  two  Pygora  
does  and  one  Angora  buck  
and  hopes  for  kids  soon!”

- Nicole Wyrick
1.

just for fun : : coloring & puzzles
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Each issue, we will offer a chance to win official  
Goat Journal swag! Enter to win a hat by completing this puzzle, using 

answers found in this issue. The winner will be chosen randomly 
from all correct submissions returned by October 1, 2018. 

Name: _________________________________________________

just for fun : : coloring & puzzles

G O A T  J O U R N A L  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  2 0 1 8

ACROSS

2 This state's Food 
Freedom Act 
allows cottage 
food sales of 
homemade 
cheese.

5 Goddess of fire 
and volcanoes:

11  Captain _____ 
_____ released 
goats on the 
Hawaiian Islands.

13  The portion after 
Lainey's Goat 
Yoga class: Goat 
_____ Hour.

15  Who made 
Ophelia's dress 
used in her 
maternity shoot?

16  Goat on the 
front cover:

17  Tame goats 
used to coax 
feral goats 
out of hiding: 
_____ goats.

18  Vog contains 
sulphur dioxide 
and _____ 
contains 
hydrochloric acid.

19  The Junior _____ 
is a leadership 
program 
for children 
ages 5-14.

20  Rachel hikes 
with her goats 
and donkeys in 
Northern _____.

To submit, either:

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal Reader Contest

P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

Print, fill out, then take a picture  
and email to:

goatjournal@gmail.com

Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

Be sure to include your contact information  
so we can inform you if you won!

DOWN 

1  Julie mostly 
uses the _____ 
for fodder and 
pasture.

3  The _____ 
area, belly, 
and lower legs 
are not usually 
processed into 
roving and yarn.

4  Hope is working 
to remove _____ 
_____ trees to 
protect her goats.

6  Katherine 
keeps _____ 
_____ handy 
for milk spills.

7  Old Irish, _____, 
and San Clemente 
Island goats 
represent unique 
genetic identities.

8  What kind of 
goats are not 
allowed in a goat 
tying event?

9  Goat tying must 
be finished 
with a half hitch 
or a _____.

10  Another option 
for selling 
goat cheese 
is to become 
a regulated 
micro-_____.

12  _____ and 
Hildah want to 
be farmers.

14  Feral goats can be 
tamed and used 
as multipurpose 
_____ animals.

If you get stuck, 

just remember all 

the answers can 

be found in articles 

throughout this 

issue. Have fun!



Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com 
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

C O L O R I N G  P A G E



INTRODUCING THE

EZ POWER-PAK
FOR THE ULTIMATE EZ™  ELECTRIC MILKER

Use batteries you already own from these great companies:

Available installed on pump plate or install on existing Ultimate Ez Milker.
(Batteries not included)

Wireless milking utilizing 
20-volt DeWalt and 18-volt 
Makita and Milwaukee 
batteries.

Allows milking in remote 
locations when there is no 
nearby power source.

Use as a backup in case 
of total power failure.

Easily installed on your 
existing milker or can 
ship pre-installed.

MILK ANYWHERE!

ORDER NOW EZANIMALPRODUCTS.COM

CONTACT US

TOLL-FREE 1-800-287-4791
CELL 507-213-2126
WWW.EZANIMALPRODUCTS.COM
INFO@EZANIMALPRODUCTS.COM

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE NEW PRODUCTS DIVISION OF EZ ANIMAL PRODUCTS

CALL US: 1-800-287-4791
                  507-213-2126

INCREASE EFFICIENCY!
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